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BECOMING A CHANGEMAKER
An Actionable, Inclusive Guide to Leading Positive Change at
Any Level
Alex Budak
A motivational, radically inclusive playbook to stepping into a leadership role—wherever
you are in life—and fomenting change. Perfect for readers who loved Switch by Chip and
Dan Heath, Cal Newport’s So Good They Can’t Ignore You, and Seth Godin’s Tribes.
Budak’s first book—based on his wildly popular UC Berkeley's Haas School of Business course from which the book title gets its
name–is a fresh, inspiring, and research-backed guide to developing the mindsets and leadership skills needed to navigate, shape, and
lead change and to thrive amidst uncertainty. He argues that change and meaningful leadership can happen at any level—you have to
be at the top of a group or organization, or even highly visible—it's all about taking the right steps and asking the right questions.

Business/ Leadership
304 pages
Publication: September 2022
Editor: Nana Twumasi
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP

Moreover, Budak is driven by the belief that anyone—regardless of title, personality, race, gender, age, or class—can be a
changemaker. This inclusive vision of leadership is the beating heart of his course, and is the driving force for the book as well.
Tailored to those who’ve exited school, who are new to the workforce or looking to shake things up, this book makes the lessons,
insights, examples and excitement from class accessible to all.
Alex Budak is a social entrepreneur and faculty member at UC Berkeley’s Haas School of Business, where his course has regularly
been ranked one of the school’s highest rated offerings (out of 6,000 course options!). It's regularly heralded by students as
“transformative” and “life changing.” It is the first university course in the US created specifically for changemakers to learn mindsets
and leadership skills for positive change across sectors and disciplines. A Silicon Valley native, Budak helped Change.org raise $30
million from impact investors, and co-founded and now advises the social enterprise StartSomeGood.com, which has helped over
1,000 changemakers in 50 countries raise over $10 million. He has written about leadership for Fast Company and the Guardian,
lectured on social entrepreneurship in venues ranging from the White House to the World Bank, from Cambodia to Ukraine to the
Arctic Circle, and his work as a changemaker and educator has been featured in publications including Forbes and the Washington
Post. Budak lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Rights sold: Japanese/ Sunmark • Korean/ Book21

UNTANGLED
Walking the Eighfold Path to Clarity, Courage, and Compassion
Koshin Paley Ellison
A gentle, accessible guide for walking Buddhism’s eightfold path to combat loneliness,
disconnection, and unhappiness, and attain true pleasure, ease, happiness, and
connectivity.
We live in a shallow “junk” pleasure-seeking culture, searching for connection in the wrong places, keeping our restlessness and
anxiety at bay with unfulfilling distractions. The results of our junk pleasure culture are obvious: hundreds of articles have been
published about the rise of loneliness and its detrimental effects on our mental, emotional, and physical health. Even those of us who
have succeeded in the ways that society encourages—getting married, making money, and acquiring status—often feel unanchored,
disengaged, and empty. What we want is to live a life of true pleasure—a life infused with meaning, marked by genuine relationship,
and aligned with what matters most to us. How do we create a life of true pleasure, one that is worth living?

Religion/ Philosophy
256 pages
Publication: November 2022
Editor: Nana Twumasi
Material: MS available
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Translation: Write View
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Untangled is a welcoming guidebook to finding expansive ease and joy through what is traditionally called the eightfold path, one of
Buddhism’s foundational teachings. Psychotherapist and Zen teacher Koshin Paley Ellison walks readers through this time-tested map
for transformation and lasting happiness. Following the eight roads creates profound change inside and out, from everyday interactions
to our most intimate relationships (especially the one with ourselves). With his signature mix of storytelling and unexpected humor,
Koshin uses anecdotes from his own life as a young gay kid dealing with abuse and discrimination as well as tales and teachings from
Eastern and Western wisdom traditions to introduce mainstream readers to the eight roads for the first time and rejuvenate it for those
already familiar. It is an ancient cure that’s up to the challenge of addressing the dysfunction of our times.
Dr. Koshin Paley Ellison, MFA, LMSW, DMIN, has devoted his life to the study and application of psychotherapy and Buddhism in
service of addressing cultural ills. An author, Zen teacher, Jungian psychotherapist, and certified chaplaincy educator, he and his
husband Robert Chodo Campbell founded the New York Zen Center for Contemplative Care.

ADVANCED PARENTING
A Complex-Care Pediatrician’s Advice on Caring for
Children with Challenges
Kelly Fradin
Cribsheet meets The 36-Hour Day in this practical book, which offers advice
and support for parents whose parenting duties have also become one of a
caregiver's for a child with special needs.
This is a book for parents and caregivers who walk out of a concerning appointment with their child's doctor or teachers
and wonder “Now what?” The issues addressed will be defined broadly and inclusively to include the most common
challenges children face including medical issues like ADHD, asthma, food allergies, autism, school failure, depression,
and developmental delays, throughout their formative years. Parents will find empathy and support as well as evidencebased practical guidance.

Parenting
288 pages
Publication: April 2023
Editor: Nana Twumasi
Material: MS due June 2022
World rights: GCP

Advanced Parenting will help families through the steps of recognizing when a child needs help, accepting the
implications of a challenge, obtaining a correct diagnosis, learning about the issue, building a treatment team and coming
up with a comprehensive plan. Dr. Fradin explores how a child struggling can affect the entire family dynamic including
the parent's relationships and the siblings overall well-being, and with her experience as a complex care pediatrician, she
will help parents avoid common mistakes.
Dr. Kelly Fradin is a pediatrician, mother of two, and child advocate based in New York City. She was inspired to
become a doctor because of her experience surviving childhood cancer. A graduate of Harvard College and Columbia
College of Physicians and Surgeons, she has dedicated her career to caring for children with complex medical conditions
in many situations including academic clinics, private practice, inpatient units and schools. She shares realistic and
empowering parenting advice and children’s health information on her instagram account
@AdviceIGiveMyFriends and in her first book Parenting in a Pandemic: How to help your family through COVID-19.

BABY MAKING FOR EVERYBODY
A Guide to Fertility for LGBTQ+ and Solo Parents
Marea Goodman and Ray Rachlin
What to Expect Before You're Expecting for the increasing number of people
growing their families in nontraditional ways, Baby Making for Everybody is a
friendly, straightforward guide to fertility for LGBTQ+ and solo parents who
want to have kids but don't know where to start.
In this book, queer millennial midwives, authors Ray Rachlin and Marea Goodman use their professional expertise to
demystify the sometimes-dizzying processes of pursuing parenthood as queer and solo people, offering concrete, genderaffirming advice on topics like tracking fertility, choosing a sperm donor, legal considerations, IVF, IUI, adoption, and
more. The result is an essential guide to every aspect of the complicated, messy, and glorious process of building a family.

LGBTQ+/ Health
272 pages
Publication: May 2023
Editor: Hannah Robinson
Material: MS due June 2022
World rights: GCP

Ray Rachlin, LM, CPM, CLC (they/she) is a midwife and founder of Refuge Midwifery. For the past five years, they
have been immersed in promoting affirming reproductive care for transgender patients, and have taught midwives,
doctors, nurses, and birth professionals throughout the country on trans-inclusive fertility, birth, and postpartum care.
Ray earned their BS in Midwifery at Birthingway College of Midwifery in Portland, OR; holds a BA in political science,
urban studies ,and labor studies from Queens College; and are a member of the Queer and Transgender Midwives
Association.
Marea Goodman, LM, CPM (she/her) is a midwife and writer who specializes in working with the LGBTQ+
community around everything related to making, growing, and birthing babies She earned her Bachelor's from UC
Berkeley and her midwifery degree from the National Midwifery Institute. Marea has articles appearing in Mother.ly,
Ms. Magazine, and the Huffington Post, among others. She lives in Santa Cruz, California with her three children and
her wife, who is also a midwife.

EAT TO BEAT YOUR DIET
William W. Li, MD
The pioneering physician scientist behind the 2019 New York Times
bestseller Eat to Beat Disease turns his expertise to tackling the secrets and
science of healthy weight loss.
Dr. William Li's debut book introduced a new, cutting-edge way to think about healthy food—by understanding how
the body responds to foods that activate or damage five hardwired health defense systems: Angiogenesis,
Regeneration, Microbiome, DNA Protection, and Immunity. Each of these system protects us against chronic
diseases like cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, dementia, autoimmune conditions, and more. Dr. Li also
introduced us to over 200 foods that activate our natural defenses.

Diet & Nutrition
496 pages
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World rights: GCP

Building on this groundbreaking work, Eat to Beat Your Diet addresses a topic that's of concern for many: weight
loss. Dr. Li teaches us how to harness the five health defenses and provides reeducation and new information about
our bodies and weight loss, such as the why behind intermittent fasting, the importance of a lean microbiome, and
why the popular Keto diet can actually harm your health defense systems and lead to negative health outcomes.
Rooted in science and study, Eat to Beat Your Diet also offers a simple and approachable 4-week plan, including a
weeklong detox and 3-week weight loss protocol, which, Dr. Li promises, will help readers lose 10-20 pounds if
followed correctly and combined with a healthy lifestyle--without sacrificing your enjoyment of food. Additionally,
the book includes updated research regarding the use of supplements, and how sleep and exercise can help to defend
the body against excess fat. There's new foods, new science, and new, better outcomes.
Previous publishers for Eat to Beat Disease: British/ Ebury • Bulgarian/ Izok-Zapad • Chinese-complex/ ACME •
Chinese-simplified/ China South Booky • Dutch/ Kosmos • French/ Hugo & Cie • German/ Heyne • Greek/
Chronico • Hebrew/ Modan • Italian/ Mondadori • Japanese/ Hayakawa • Korean/ Next Wave • Lithuanian/
UAB Liutai ne avys • Polish/ Andromeda • Portuguese-Brazil/ Cia das Letras • Portuguese- Portugal/ PRH •
Romanian/ Lifestyle Publishing • Russian/ Eksmo • Serbian/ Vulkan • Spanish/ PRH • Swedish/ Bookmark •
Turkish/ Yabanci

QUITTING
A Strategy
Julia Keller, PhD
How to Do Nothing meets Think Again in this essential, surprising, and uplifting
exploration of how quitting is, counterintuitively, the key to success. Part manifesto,
part handbook, this book will resonate with readers who long to make their own
choices, forgive themselves for their mistakes, and shape their own lives without fear.
We’re trained almost from birth to see that failure and giving up are “bad.” But Julia turns that paradigm on its head, tapping new
neuroscience research on how and why the brain decides to give up and weaving in new ideas from the latest findings in behavioral
psychology to offer a startlingly fresh perspective on quitting and its vital role in our lives.
Julia’s anti-Grit mentality is a controversial breath of fresh air, and she encourages readers to make their own choices, forgive
themselves for their mistakes, and shape their own lives without fear.

Self-Help/ Personal Growth
256 pages
Publication: April 2023
Editor: Hannah Robinson
Material: MS due April 2022
World rights: GCP

Julia Keller is a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, novelist, and teacher. She has taught at Princeton University, the University of
Notre Dame, Ohio State University, and the University of Chicago. She was awarded a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University. For
a dozen years, she was a staff reporter and chief book critic at The Chicago Tribune, where she specialized in deeply reported projects
on science topics, including The Broken Brain, an award-winning, multi-part series on new treatments for traumatic brain injury.

THE NURTURE REVOLUTION
Greer Kirshenbaum
The latest research in neuroscience and parenting come together in this
groundbreaking book, which brings to light new realizations about the power of
nurture for our children's mental and physical health outcomes.
Greer Kirshenbaum, PhD. is a neuroscientist, doula, and parent.
She started her journey with the goal of developing new treatments for poor mental health; she dreamed of creating a new medication to
address struggles like anxiety, depression, addiction, and chronic stress. Over time, she realized that science had already uncovered a
powerful medicine for alleviating mental health struggles, but the answer wasn't a pill. It was a preventative approach: when babies'
receive nurturing care in the first three years of life, it builds strong, resilient brains -- brains that are less susceptible to poor mental
health.

Parenting / Psychology
304 pages
Publication: May 2023
Editor: Nana Twumasi
Material: MS due May 2022
World rights: GCP

In her book, Kirshenbaum argues that nurture is a preventative medicine against mental health issues, something well known among
scientists, therapists, and infant health workers--but unknown to many parents. She challenges the idea that parents should avoid their
instincts to nurture their children and instead follow current parenting trends to let their child self-soothe, and avoid co-sleeping. She
maintains that parents can and should hold their infants as much as they want, check on them when they cry, share beds with them--and
this is backed-up by science, which shows that nurturing experiences transforms lives, and improves mental health, physical health, and
life outcomes. Nurturing is a gift of resilience and health that parents can give the next generation simply by following their instincts to care
for their young.
Greer Kirshenbaum, PhD, is an educator who empowers nurtured parenting, disrupts modern parenting practices to begin new cycles of
intergenerational wellness. She is on a mission to revolutionize the future of health and it all begins at the beginning of life. Greer spent
many years studying the brain in a lab and many years using her knowledge while supporting families as a doula. She wants families and
perinatal practitioners to understand how caregivers can boost success, thriving, and flourishing, and diminish depression, anxiety, and
addiction in adulthood by shaping babies’ brains through simple intuitive enriching experiences in pregnancy, birth, and infancy.

YOUR LIFE IS A YOGA STUDIO
Brett Larkin
With refreshing simplicity, YouTube award-winner and CEO of Uplifted Yoga®, Brett
Larkin, reconnects readers to yoga as it was always intended and shows yogis of all levels
how build a personalized, adaptable 20-minute practice from essential poses, breathwork,
and meditations that meet their unique mental, physical, and spiritual needs.
Through self-quizzes and a simple 5-step routine builder, readers assemble their own sequence of yoga postures, breathwork, and
meditations that complement their physical, mental, and spiritual needs. Brett also introduces Yoga Habits that readers can use to infuse
their daily life with yogic wisdom, even if they never make it to the mat.
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Brett radically redefines what makes an “advanced” yoga practice, directing readers in how build awareness, bring a yoga mindset to their
life on and off the mat, and curate a routine that serves their unique mental, physical, and spiritual needs.
Brett Larkin is the founder of her award-winning YouTube channel, Uplifted™ Online Yoga Teacher Trainings, a successful entrepreneur,
and sought-after online business consultant. Within three years of launching her online yoga platform, she grew it into a multi-milliondollar business. Her Brett Larkin Yoga channel won YouTube’s “Next Up” award in 2015, recognized by Google as one of the top emerging
yoga channels on YouTube. She was the first yoga instructor in the world to create an interactive 200-Hour Yoga Certification Program
Online in 2015 and run it live, in real time. Brett has been featured in Gaia, Well + Good, Greatist, Yogi Times, Pop Sugar, Forbes,
Entrepreneur.com, YogiApproved.com, Thrive Global, and other media outlets.
In her previous IT career, Brett studied human movement and created popular fitness and dance video games that have sold thousands of
copies. She worked with Beyoncé and her team in exploring interactive dance fitness games. Later, Brett brought her unique yoga approach
to executives at Silicon Valley’s hottest companies and developed a devoted following globally. She co-founded and sold two successful
health and wellness businesses before developing Uplifted Yoga® as a fast-growing global business.

THE T.I.G.E.R. PROTOCOL
A 5-Step Program to Prevent and Reverse Autoimmune
Symptoms and Conditions
Dr. Akil Palanisamy
A new book that combines functional medicine and ayurvedic beliefs to treat, tame
and potentially reverse painful auto-immune diseases.
Auto-immune disorders like Graves Disease, Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis, Lupus, Celiac, and even Long-Covid, affect an estimated 300 million
people worldwide. These disorders can be frustrating as they are difficult to diagnose, painful, and often invisible.
Dr. Palanisamy is a practitioner of functional medicine, which, as he says, is “a modality that uses specialized lab testing to diagnose and
treat imbalances in the function of different organ systems.” His evidenced-based, real-world approach, his “T.I.G.E.R. Protocol,” is further
supported by the ayurvedic beliefs of balancing mind, body, and spirit that inform his practice, developed after years of working with
patients struggling with auto-immune diseases. This book will give readers a full picture of the causes of their disease, and dives deep into
how to counter the effects—by dealing with the root cause. It features a cohesive plan, and some recipes to get readers started.

Health/ Diet
320 pages
Publication: May 2023
Editor: Nana Twumasi
Material: Proposal available
World rights: GCP

Dr. Akil Palanisamy, MD is a Harvard-trained physician who practices integrative medicine, incorporating the best of conventional
medicine and alternative therapies. He blends his western medical training with holistic approaches including functional medicine and
Ayurveda, the traditional medicine of India. He is the author of the 2016 book, The Paleovedic Diet (Skyhorse).
Rights sold: British/ Headline

SOULBROKEN
A Guidebook for Your Journey Through Ambiguous Grief
Stephanie Sarazin
Expanding on Pauline Boss’s seminal work on ambiguous loss, Soulbroken
explores the complications and deviations from traditional grief when mourning a
loss, but not a death—and offers real solutions for healing.
Grief isn't always the result of something finite, marking a death or complete end. Soul-shattering grief can also be activated
by a dramatic shift in an important relationship, such as a divorce or significant breakup, a life-changing medical diagnosis,
or a broken connection with an addicted child. How do we grieve people who are still alive, but no longer who they once
were to us?

Self-Help / Grief
304 pages
Publication: October 2022
Editor: Nana Twumasi
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP

Most people will experience this type of traumatic event over the course of their lifetime, yet the complications of these
situations often leave grievers feeling alienated or ashamed. Soulbroken is a guidebook that recognizes this oftenmisunderstood grief, validates the unique challenges posed by its ambiguity, and champions tools for healing. In it, Stephanie
Sarazin details the process she developed with psychologist Dr. Sophia Caudle to help people process the nuances of their
grief and find hope when mourning a loved one not lost to death. With intimate stories of others' path to recovery using
Sarazin's advice, this book will help anyone ready to find a way through their own grief, regardless of where they are on their
journey.
Stephanie Sarazin is the founder and steward of Rise Up Rooted, a budding online community where those living with
ambiguous grief are invited to seek resources that offer support, affirmation, and suggestions for how to navigate the gnarled
nuances of this complex emotion. As she tried to understand and seek relief from her own deep grief, she was struck by the
lack of resources that were relevant to her situation. She partnered with addiction specialist Dr. Sophia Caudle to develop,
co-author, and publish the Ambiguous Grief Process Model and the Ambiguous Grief Assessment.

THE TEN INTENTIONS
What Healthy, Happy People Know
Jason Wachob and Colleen Wachob
Jacket to come

From the founders of leading lifestyle platform mindbodygreen, Jason and Colleen
Wachob challenge the way we think of wellness, health, and self-improvement by
revealing what a healthy lifestyle looks like at the fundamental level—and it’s not
what we think.
What does a healthy lifestyle actually look like on the most fundamental level? Across the board, there’s so much pressure to
pick a health identity to define us. But that’s not the reality of how health works. There is no “one size fits all” solution to
being healthy, and there are countless studies that support this point of view when it comes to what you eat, your mental
health, and how you choose to live.
The only universal principle is that you have got to be happy: happy with the choices you are making, happy with the life
you are living, and those choices need to work with your body to promote your somatic needs for happiness. Happiness and
Healthiness go hand in hand, and who couldn’t use a little more of both these days?

Self-Help / Personal Growth
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In The Ten Intentions, co-founders of the mindbodygreen, one of the largest wellness lifestyle websites, Colleen and Jason
Wachob help readers tap into the health they already have and guide them through making intentional choices about the the
life they live today. The book encourages readers to make health choices that are right for them; it will energize readers
embrace Intentionalism-- a way of seeing our health that informs what wellbeing means to us in what we eat, how we sleep,
how we breathe, how we take care of our mental health, and every other dimension of our lives.
Jason Wachob is the Founder and Co-CEO of mindbodygreen and the author of Wellth. He has a B.A. in history
from Columbia University. Colleen Wachob is Co-Founder and Co-CEO at mindbodygreen. She graduated from Stanford
University with degrees in international relations and Spanish, and spent 10 years working at Fortune 500 companies
including Gap, Walmart, and Amazon.

PERMISSION TO COME HOME
Reclaiming Mental Health as Asian Americans
Jenny Wang
The first of its kind, practical book invites Asian Americans, immigrants, and
those from marginalized communities to explore their mental health while
honoring their rich heritage and embodying a new, complete, and whole
identity.
Permission to Come Home is a crucial resource for the rapidly growing community of Asian Americans, immigrants, and
other minorities and marginalized people to practice mental and emotional self-care. This book helps readers work on their
mental health while understanding and honoring the richness of their heritage and embodying a new, complete, and whole
identity. Throughout, Dr. Jenny Wang weaves together personal stories of strength, pain, and resilience with incisive
analysis of Asian American and immigrant identities and how they affect our individual and collective mental health.

Psychology / Mental Health
304 pages
Publication: May 2022
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Dr. Jenny Wang is a Taiwanese American clinical psychologist and national speaker on Asian American mental health and
racial trauma in Asian American, BIPOC, and immigrant communities.Her work focuses on the intersection of Asian
American identity, mental health, and social justice. She is the founder of the @asiansformentalhealth Instagram
community, in which she discusses the unique experiences of Asian diaspora and immigrant communities. She
spearheaded the Asian, Pacific Islander, and South Asian American Therapist Directory and its companion Canadian
directory to help Asians seek culturally-reverent mental health providers.

THE PORTFOLIO LIFE
Christina Wallace
From Harvard lecturer and a self-proclaimed “human Venn diagram,”
The Portfolio Life gives readers the tools and permission they need to build
vibrant, flexible, future-proof careers.
Being multidimensional is a career superpower, THE PORTFOLIO LIFE will empower readers to shape their work and
home lives to align with their core values, to craft a life and career that is resilient, flexible, and reliable in the face of
uncertainty and change.

Business & Economics/ Careers
256 pages
Publication: May 2023
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Material: Proposal available,
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World English: GCP
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Adapting tried-and-true practices from the business sector, Christina makes portfolio living accessible and actionable for
readers through tools like her Balanced Scorecard, 100 wishes assessment, and time optimization benchmarks.
Christina Wallace has crafted a career at the intersection of business, the arts, and technology. She is a Senior Lecturer at
Harvard Business School and is the co-host of The Limit Does Not Exist, a podcast focused on crafting custom
careers. She regularly speaks, writes, and consults on a wide range of topics, and she is the co-author of New to Big: How
Companies Can Create Like Entrepreneurs, Invest Like VCs, and Install a Permanent Operating System for
Growth (Currency, 2019). She holds undergraduate degrees in mathematics and theater studies from Emory University and
an MBA from Harvard Business School. She will also have the support of Harvard Business school at publication.

THE AFROFUTURIST EXPERIENCE
Ytasha Womack
In the spirit of The Artist’s Way and Big Magic, award-winning author, filmmaker,
independent scholar, and dance therapist, Ytasha L. Womack, takes readers on a
creative journey to apply core Afrofuturist perspectives and practices in their own
lives to access greater creativity, connectedness, joy, and identity.
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Ytasha L. Womack is an award-winning author, filmmaker, independent scholar, and dance therapist. She is a leading
expert on Afrofuturism and lectures on the imagination and its applications across the world. Her book Afrofuturism: The
World of Black Sci Fi and Fantasy Culture (Chicago Review Press) is the leading primer on the subject and taught in
colleges and universities and a Locus Awards Nonfiction Finalist. Ytasha began her career as a journalist covering arts,
entertainment, and business; Her work has appeared in Essence, VIBE, The Huffington Post and more. A Chicago native,
she has a B.A in Mass Media Arts from Clark Atlanta University and studied Arts, Entertainment and Media Management
at Columbia College in Chicago. She has a Masters Certificate in the study of Metaphysics and New Thought Philosophy
from the Johnnie Colemon Institute.

THE TRAYVON GENERATION
Elizabeth Alexander
A powerful meditation on race and the trauma and potential of the rising generation of
young adults, from Pulitzer-prize finalist, New York Times bestselling author and poet,
and president of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Elizabeth Alexander.
In the midst of civil unrest in the summer of 2020 following the murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery,
one of the great literary voices of our time, Elizabeth Alexander, wrote a moving reflection on the psyche of young Black
America, turning a mother's eye to her sons' generation. Originally published in the New Yorker, the viral essay brilliantly and
lovingly observed the lives and attitudes of young people who even as children could never be shielded from the brutality that has
ended so many Black boys and men's lives.

Social Science
144 pages
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World rights: GCP
Praise for The Light of the World:
“Magnificent.” – First Lady Michelle
Obama

Now, the essay which spoke so resonantly to this unique historical moment that it was shared and praised by Barack Obama, John
Legend, Melissa Harris Perry, and many more, is expounded upon, bookended by additional essays woven with profound insight
and heart and combined with groundbreaking art by prominent and up-and-coming Black artists. Taking the reader through our
past and extrapolating its lasting impact through to our current moment, Elizabeth then turns her eye to the radical potential of our
future. Alexander writes with pride, fear, love, and a keen awareness of the reflective power of pop culture and art on the nature of
racism and the fight for racial justice as it spans and evolves across generations. These essays are essential reading, a breathtaking
expression of both the hope and horror of this era.
Elizabeth Alexander is the President of the Andrew H. Mellon Foundation, the nation's largest funder in the arts and humanities,
the Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets and the Wun Tsun Tam Mellon Professor in the Humanities at Columbia
University. She composed and recited "Praise Song for the Day" for President Barack Obama’s 2009 inauguration. She is the
author of six books of poetry—including American Sublime, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize—and the Pulitzer Prize and National
Book Critics Circle Awards finalist memoir The Light of the World (GCP 2015). It was also a New York Times bestseller and hit 19
"Best of 2015" lists including those of Elizabeth Gilbert, Michelle Obama, The New Yorker, Wall Street Journal, and many other
notable lists.

OPEN THE UNUSUAL DOOR
Let Love Push You Out Into the World
Elizabeth Alexander
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Pulitzer Prize finalist The Light of
the World comes an inspirational book of evergreen wisdom for anyone facing a major
life transition, in the bestselling tradition of Make Your Bed.

Self-Help/ Inspirational
144 pages
Publication: April 2023
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Material: April 2022
World rights: GCP
Praise for The Light of the World:
“[A] bittersweet testament to love and
the memory of love, one of the most
compelling memoirs of loss that I have
ever read." — Joyce Carol Oates

Are you ready for the next challenge? To take on something new, to face the unknown? Moving from one chapter of your life to
the next can be daunting, provoking self-doubt and having you vacillating between thrill and terror. But the answer to these
questions is simply yes, you are as ready as you will ever be! In this empowering book, Elizabeth Alexander—distinguished
former professor for Columbia, Yale, and Smith College and president of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation—shares her insight
on tackling life's biggest transitions with courage and self-assurance. Through her lifetime of experiences as a teacher, mentor, and
mother, she has seen firsthand the doubts and struggles we encounter during moments of transition, and knows what can help
ground us to move forward. With stunning, inspiring prose, Open the Unusual Door reminds you of what you've accomplished so
far, the growth you've made, and how intimidating past challenges were before you surmounted them. You are ready to step
forward and open that “unusual door.” No matter the challenge, this book will embolden you with the sense of strength and
wonder you need to take your next step.
Elizabeth Alexander is the President of the Andrew H. Mellon Foundation, the nation's largest funder in the arts and humanities,
the Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets and the Wun Tsun Tam Mellon Professor in the Humanities at Columbia
University. She composed and recited "Praise Song for the Day" for President Barack Obama’s 2009 inauguration. She is the
author of six books of poetry—including American Sublime, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize—and the Pulitzer Prize and National
Book Critics Circle Awards finalist memoir The Light of the World (GCP 2015). It was also a New York Times bestseller and hit 19
"Best of 2015" lists including those of Elizabeth Gilbert, Michelle Obama, The New Yorker, Wall Street Journal, and many other
notable lists.

TEN TOMATOES THAT CHANGED THE WORLD
A History
William Alexander
New York Times bestselling author William Alexander takes readers on the surprisingly
twisty journey of the beloved tomato in this fascinating and erudite microhistory.
The tomato gets no respect. Never has. Stored in the dustbin of history for centuries, accused of being file and poisonous,
appropriated as wartime propaganda, subjected to being picked hard-green and gassed, even used as a projectile, the poor tomato
is the Rodney Dangerfield of foods. Yet, the tomato is the most popular vegetable in the world.
Author William Alexander is on a mission to get tomatoes the respect they deserve. Supported by meticulous research and told in
a lively, accessible voice, Ten Tomatoes that Changed the World will seamlessly weave travel, history, humor, and a little
adventure (and misadventure) to follow the tomato’s trail through history. A fascinating story complete with heroes, con artists,
conquistadors, and—no surprise—the Mafia, this book is a mouth-watering, informative, and entertaining guide to the food that
has captured our hearts for generations.

History / Agriculture & Food
320 pages
Publication: June 2022
Editor: Maddie Caldwell
Material: PDF available
World rights: GCP

William Alexander is a New York Times bestselling author and the writer of the critically acclaimed, bestselling 2006
memoir The $64 Tomato, and two other books 52 Loaves (2010), and Flirting with French (2014), all previously published by
Algonquin. We’re thrilled to welcome him to the Grand Central list. He has written for the New York Times, the LA Times, Saveur,
and others.
“[Alexander’s] bright writing highlights a pleasing variety of comic misadventures…Entertaining and educative.” – Kirkus
Reviews on 52 Loaves
“His timing and delivery are flawless.”—New York Times
Rights sold: Chinese (simplified)/ Cultural Development Press, Italian/ Aboca, Japanese/ Seidosha, Korean/ Taurus
Books

THE FUTURE THAT NEVER ARRIVED
Experimental Drugs, Cold War Science, and the Forgotten
First Psychedelic Era
Benjamin Breen
Jacket to come

History
384 pages
Publication: May 2023
Editor: Colin Dickerman
Material: MS due August 2022
Translation: GCP
British: Dunow, Carlson &
Lerner

For readers of Lawrence Wright and Tom O'Neill comes bold and brilliant
revisionist take on the history of drugs in the twentieth century, illuminating how a
culture of experimental drugs shaped the Cold War and the birth of Silicon Valley.
The generation that survived the second World War emerged with a profoundly ambitious sense of social experimentation. In
the '40s and '50s, transformative drugs like psychedelics and synthetic hormones rapidly entered mainstream culture, where
they were not only legal, but openly celebrated. At the center of this revolution were pioneering anthropologists—and starcrossed lovers—Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson. Convinced the world was headed toward certain disaster, Mead and
Bateson made it their life’s mission to harness the power of psychedelics to reshape humanity, but soon found themselves at
odds with the government bodies who funded their work, agencies that had far more nefarious intentions when it came to these
substances. As we follow Mead and Bateson’s fractured love affair from the malarial jungles of New Guinea to the temples of
Bali, from WWII espionage to the scientific revolutions of the Cold War, a new origin story for drugs emerges.
Mead and Bateson's partnership unlocked an untold chapter in the history of the twentieth century, linking drug researchers
with CIA agents, outsider sexologists, and transgender activists with the founders of the Information Age. Meticulously
researched and written by a leading historian of drugs, The Future that Never Arrived brings the unbelievable true story of
the first era of psychedelics vividly to life.
Benjamin Breen is an Associate Professor of History at the University of California, Santa Cruz. He received his PhD in
history from the University of Texas at Austin in 2015. From 2015 to 2017 he was a postdoctoral fellow at Columbia
University’s Society of Fellows in the Humanities and a Lecturer in Columbia’s history department. He has conducted archival
re-search in nine countries and has thirteen years of experience researching and writing about the history of drugs. He lives in
Santa Cruz, California with his partner, the human rights researcher Roya Pakzad.

THE HARDER I FIGHT, THE MORE I LOVE YOU
Neko Case
For readers of Carrie Brownstein's Hunger Makes the Modern Girl and Brandi
Carlile's Broken Horses comes a profoundly moving, laugh-out-loud funny portrait
of a remarkable life, from critically-acclaimed singer-songwriter Neko Case.
“When music and art are not too exclusive or made on an oppressive industrial scale, they mend the world and light the fires
that burn off the toxins in our souls. We want to love you in this way, and we want to pass this feeling on, and we want you to
pass it on, too.”

Memoir / Music
320 pages
Publication: May 2023
Editor: Colin Dickerman
Material: MS due May 2022
World Rights: GCP

Neko Case has long been revered as one of music's most influential artists and feminists, whose authenticity, lyrical
storytelling, and wit have endeared her to a legion of critics, musicians, and lifelong fans. Here, Case brings her trademark
candor and precision to a landmark work of deeply personal, linked essays, which trace her evolution from an invisible girl
“raised by two dogs and a space heater” in poor, rural Washington state to her improbable emergence as an internationallyacclaimed artist.
Using vibrant and evocative prose, brought together in collages, snippets, impressions, flash-backs, triumphant retellings, and
embarrassing recollections, Case shows readers what it's like to be in a band the way she feels it, sharing the monotony and
loneliness and joy that comes from music, camaraderie, and shared experience. This is a rebellious meditation on identity,
nothingness, and corruption, and a manifesto on how to make space for ourselves in this world: “I hope my words will cast a
different spell of love and unreality, break down barriers . . . and invite everyone inside.”
Singer, music producer, visual artist, and write Neko Case has built a career with her distinctive style and musical versatility.
In addition to her numerous critically-acclaimed and Grammy-nominated solo records, Case is a founding member of The New
Pornographers and has recorded a collaborative album with k.d. lang and Laura Veirs. She is currently completing work on the
score for a high-profile Broadway show.
Rights sold: British/ Headline

THE ORAL HISTORY OF RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE
Maria Elena Fernandez

Jacket to come

The definitive history of the groundbreaking show RuPaul's Drag Race, from a
Burbank basement set to the Emmy’s and every weave in-between --as told by its stars,
producers and fans.
The winner of the 2018 Emmy for outstanding reality series, RuPaul's Drag Race never set out to win over conventional America
or climb the ladder of mainstream pop culture success. Its first season was classic counterculture, developed and filmed while
President G.W. Bush was in office but launched at a time when Obama fever was at a national high. Ten years and about 130
drag queen contestants later, everything from its language and style has seeped into the culture, cementing its place in herstory,
one tuck at a time. It’s become a worldwide phenomenon.

Performing Arts / Television
496 pages
Publication: June 2023
Editor: Maddie Caldwell
Material: MS due July 2022
World rights: GCP

Told over a ten-year timespan, encompassing the show's first 14 seasons, The Oral History of RuPaul's Drag Race will tell a
cultural history through the stories of the people who lived it: the creators of the show, the contestants, the crew, the judges, and
maybe even some key (famous) fans. Rupaul's Drag Race represents a once-in-a-generation success story, as well as a mirror
reflecting the cultural, social and political mores of our time.
Maria Elena Fernandez, who currently writes for New York magazine and its pop culture site Vulture, is an award-winning
journalist who has been covering Drag Race since before the world was introduced to the term "halleloo." Fernandez was the first
mainstream journalist to be allowed on set to write about the show for the Los Angeles Times after being dazzled by RuPaul and
the first season queens at a promotional event before the show launched. Fernandez has covered entertainment for Vulture, the Los
Angeles Times, The Daily Beast, Newsweek and NBC News for 15 years.

HIGHER
The Philosophy and Opinions of Nipsey Hussle
Bakari Kitwana
Jacket to come

In the vein of Jay-Z: Made in America, the definitive biography of rapper, activist, and
entrepreneur Nipsey Hussle and his iconic influence on the rap and hip-hop industry, the
Black community, and the meaning of a legacy.
Higher will examine Nipsey Hussle’s life in the context of themes and topics such as: legacies, Black consciousness and politics; Black
economics and entrepreneurship; dieting and veganism in the Black and rap/hip-hop communities; relationships and family; his Eritrean
roots, and Africans being brought into the African American mainstream narrative. It will highlight his life philosophies, influence on
the rap and hip-hop industry and US culture and society, how he’s arguably the Tupac of his generation, and his significance for
millennials, Gen Z members, and future generations. Foreword to be written by his partner, actress and model, Lauren London.

Biography/ Music
208 pages
Publication: March 2024
Editor: Rachael Kelly
Material: MS due March 2023
World rights: GCP

Nipsey Hussle remains the subject of numerous articles and discussions in major media. Ava DuVernay will be producing a
documentary about Nipsey Hussle; Netflix won the intense bidding war. Nick Cannon is finishing Nipsey Hussle’s documentary on
herbalist and healer, Dr. Sebi; the trailer was released April 2020.
Bakari Kitwana is an internationally known cultural critic, journalist, activist, and thought leader in the area of hip-hop and Black
youth political engagement. He is the Executive Director of Rap Sessions, which for the last 15 years has conducted over 100 townhall
meetings around the nation on difficult dialogues facing the millennial generation. Kitwana has been the Editor in Chief of The
Source magazine, the Editorial Director of Third World Press, and the cofounder of the 2004 National Hip-Hop Political Convention.
He is the author of the groundbreaking books The Hip-Hop Generation (Hachette, 2002) and Why White Kids Love Hip-Hop (Hachette,
2005), coeditor of the new book Democracy Unchained, and the collaborating writer for pioneering hip-hop artist Rakim’s recently
released Sweat The Technique. He was recently named the 2019-2020 Nasir Jones HipHop Fellow at Hutchins Center for African and
African American Research at Harvard University, where he is curating the "Hip-Hop and Presidential Elections Video Archive," an
archive of over thirty national townhall meetings he convened with hip-hop thought leaders during the 2004, 2012 and 2016
Presidential Elections.

PROVING GROUND
The Untold Story of the Six Women Who Programmed the
World’s First Modern Computer
Kathy Kleiman
For fans of Code Girls and Hidden Figures, Proving Ground is the untold, World War IIera story of the six American women who programmed the world's first modern
computer.
After the end of World War II, top-secret research continued across the United States, as scientists, mathematicians and programmers
alike rushed to complete their confidential assignments before time ran out. Among them were six pioneering women, tasked with
figuring out how to program the world's first digital computer—a machine built to calculate a single ballistic trajectory in ten
seconds rather than 40 hours by human hand—even though there was no manual or coding language in existence. They battled against
not only this difficult task, but also the men who sought to steal credit away from them. Sadly, their misogynistic efforts were
successful, and these women were lost to history.

Biography/ Science &
Technology
432 pages
Publication: July 2022
Editor: Suzanne O’Neill
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP

Proving Ground is a character-driven narrative that restores these women to their rightful place as technological revolutionaries. As the
tech world continues to struggle with gender imbalance and its far-reaching consequences, the story of the ENIAC programmers'
groundbreaking work is more urgently necessary than ever before.
Kathy Kleiman, through meticulous research and vivid prose, brings these women back to life, and back into the historical record. For
more than two decades, she pored over hours of broadcast-quality film, documentation, and images that had been relegated and
dismissed by even computer history “experts,” who had assumed the women pictured were nothing more than models. Kathy is a global
leader in Internet law and policy and is currently a visiting scholar at Princeton. Her passion for finding the truth behind these female
programmers led to her founding the Eniac Programmers Project, which completed a 20-minute documentary on the subject of this
book titled The Computers: The Remarkable Story of ENIAC Programmers. The film premiered at the Seattle International Film
Festival in 2014 and won Grand Jury Prize Best Documentary Short at the United Nations Film Festival in 2016.

THE ASTEROID HUNTER
Dante Lauretta
A truly out-of-this-world, riveting first-hand account of NASA’s unprecedented
mission to divert a massive asteroid currently hurtling toward earth, and the
remarkable life story of the mission’s brilliant leader.
The most dangerous rock in our solar system is an asteroid — as massive as an aircraft carrier and as tall as the Empire State
Building — called Bennu. And Bennu could smash into our planet on September 24, 2187, causing catastrophic damage for
hundreds of miles.
Dante Lauretta is unlikely leader of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx Asteroid Sample Return Mission, created to learn as much as possible
about Bennu so that, hopefully, we can one day control its future orbit. To do so, the team needs to retrieve a sample from its
surface — one that could both unlock the secrets of the dawn of life in our solar system and prevent a catastrophe of nearly
unprecedented scale.

Science/ Memoir
352 pages
Publication: March 2024
Editor: Maddie Caldwell
Material: sample chapters
available Spring 2022
World rights: GCP

THE ASTEROID HUNTER is the first-hand account of this high-stakes mission, alongside the author’s wild, winding personal
journey to Bennu and back. It’ll take readers behind the scenes to show that beyond the technical science of the cosmos and the
highly regimented process of their exploration lies a world of dedicated, brilliant, and vulnerable people—people who devote
their entire careers to investigating objects and spaces they’ll never see in person, and missions they may never see completed.
Dr. Dante Lauretta is a Regents Professor of Planetary Science and Cosmochemistry in the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory and
the Department of Planetary Sciences at the University of Arizona. Since 2011 he has served as the Principal Investigator for
NASA’s OSIRIS-REx asteroid sample return mission. In addition, he is a Co-Investigator on Japan’s Hayabusa2 asteroid sample
return mission, the European Space Agency’s Hera planetary defense mission, and NASA’s CAESAR comet sample return
mission concept definition team. He is a distinguished academic researcher and has published over 200 manuscripts in peerreviewed journals and co-edited several academic books. His research has been featured on the covers of Science, Nature, Nature
Astronomy, and Sky and Telescope. He has won numerous awards for his work including the 2020 American Astronautical Society
Space Technology Award, the NASA Silver Achievement Medal, and two Guinness World Records.

THE WISDOM OF THE BULLFROG
Leadership Lessons from a Life of Service
Admiral William McRaven
From the acclaimed, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Make Your Bed comes
an inspirational book of advice and leadership lessons that Bill McRaven collected
over his four decades as a Navy SEAL.
The title “Bullfrog” is given to the Navy SEAL who has served the longest on active duty. Admiral McRaven was honored to
receive this title in 2011 when he took charge of the US Special Operations Command. When McRaven retired in 2014, he had 37
years as a Navy SEAL under his belt. In the ensuing four years, he led the University of Texas System, with its 230,000 students
and 100,000 faculty and health care workers.

Self-Help/ Personal Growth
192 pages
Publication: April 2023
Editor: Sean Desmond
Material: MS April 2022
World rights: GCP

Admiral McRaven has dealt with every conceivable leadership challenge, from commanding combat operations—including the
capture of Saddam Hussein, the rescue of Captain Phillips, and the raid for Osama bin Laden—to overseeing the transformation of
the Special Operations Command and the University of Texas System. The Wisdom of the Bullfrog draws on these and countless
other experiences from Admiral McRaven's incredible life, including crisis situations, management debates, organizational
transitions, and ethical dilemmas, to provide readers the most important leadership lessons he has learned. Each chapter provides a
Make Your Bed-like parable, rich with insights like those featured in his bestselling memoir, Sea Stories, about the specific
leadership traits required to be at the top of your game.
The Wisdom of the Bullfrog is a clear-eyed treatise on the leadership qualities that separate the good from the truly great.
Admiral William H. McRaven is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Make Your Bed (2017) and the New York
Times bestseller Sea Stories: My Life in Special Operations (2019), and most recently, The Hero Code (April 2021).
Previous publishers of Admiral McRaven: Arabic/ Jarir • British/ Random House Business • Danish/ 4Mativ • Dutch/ Volt • French/
Dunod • German/ Riva • Greek/ Psichogios • Hebrew/ Adel • Italian/ Piemme • Japanese/ Fusosha • Korean/ Open Books Co. •
Lithuanian/ Liutai Ne Avys • Macedonian/ Tri • Portuguese-Brazil/ Planeta • Romanian/ Trei • Spanish/ Planeta • Swedish/ Lind &
Co. • Vietnamese/ Nha Nam

THE MILKY WAY
An Autobiography of Our Galaxy
Moiya McTier
From astrophysicist Moiya McTier and her collaborator The Milky Way comes an
approachable and utterly fascinating autobiography of the titular galaxy, detailing
everything from her formation, human discoveries about her life and times, and what
more we have to learn about the galaxy we call home.
After a few billion years of bearing witness to life on earth, of watching one hundred billion humans live their day
to day lives, of feeling unbelievably lonely, and of hearing her own story told, The Milky Way would like a chance
to speak for herself. All one hundred billion stars and fifty undecillion tons of gas of her.

Science/Astronomy
192 pages
Publication: August 2022
Editor: Maddie Caldwell
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP

It all began one day (or night?) some thirteen billion years ago. On this jet-black evening or blindingly bright day
(or neither?), The Milky Way began to form. Since then, she's watched as "neighborhoods" have coalesced and
disbanded around her, as humans mythologized her name and purpose, and as galactic archaeologists have worked
to determine her true age. She's absorbed supermassive (an actual technical term) black holes, admired the gorgeous
spiral galaxies, and mourned the deaths of countless stars within her. After all this time, she finally feels that she's
amassed enough experience for the juicy tell-all we've all been waiting for. Her fascinating autobiography recounts
all in accessible but scientific detail, presenting a retelling of her existence and human knowledge of her thus far
that is unquestionably out of this world.
Moiya McTier is an astrophysicist and science communicator based in New York City. She was Harvard
University's first ever student to study both astrophysics and folklore & mythology. After graduating, she pursued a
PhD in astronomy at Columbia University, and was selected to be a National Science Foundation Fellow. Since
starting graduate school, McTier has given more than 100 talks and performances and written several pieces about
science for a wide range of audiences in the U.S. and abroad. She's been interviewed on MSNBC, NPR, NowThis
News, and various other television programs and podcasts, with more than 1 million views/listens overall.
Rights sold: German/ dtv • Hebrew / Matar • Korean/ Kachi • Polish/ Otwarte • Romanian/ SC Publica •
Turkish/ Irene

THE QUEEN
Andrew Morton
Perfect for fans of The Crown, New York Times bestselling biographer Andrew Morton
provides the comprehensive story of Queen Elizabeth II's life and legacy, with over 70
years as the head of the British royal family.
Painfully shy and somewhat introverted, Elizabeth Windsor's personality was well suited to her ambition of living quietly in the
country, raising a family, and caring for her dogs and horses. Fate chose differently.

Biography / Royalty
400 pages
Publication: April 2023
Editor: Gretchen Young
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP
“The king of royal tea…Morton
provides rich context on the coldness
of royal life…Margaret’s tale is
revelatory.” – New York Times

Following her father's early demise, this young woman of 26 had to navigate a sea of new challenges. At times it was all too much,
with everything, even motherhood and family, coming second to the crown. Now, in the sunset of her reign, during her 90s, when
most folk have long retired, she quietly led the nation by example. And when family drama reared its head once again around Prince
Harry and his American wife Meghan Markle's departure from the royal family, the queen's calm, affectionate, somewhat phlegmatic
response revealed just how much she had changed and relaxed during her reign. She was the reluctant queen who became mother
and grandmother to the nation, who will be remembered as one of the great sovereigns and most fascinating characters of our era.
Andrew Morton studied history at the University of Sussex, England, with a focus on aristocracy and the 1930s. Morton has written
extensively on celebrity including biographies of Tom Cruise, Angelina Jolie, and Madonna, as well as the British royal family. He
has written bestselling biographies of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Prince Andrew, and Meghan Markle.
Rights sold: British/ Michael O’ Mara, Czech/ Albatros, Hungarian/ Kossuth, Italian/ Rizzoli, Polish/ Marginesy, Slovak/
Ikar
Previous publishers: British/ Michael O’Mara • Czech/ Albatros • Dutch / Ambo | Anthos • Estonian/ Tanapaev • Finnish/
Docendo • French/ Archipel • Hungarian/ Kossuth • Polish/ Marginesy • Romanian/ Rao • Russian/ Eksmo • Turkish/ Olimpos

FLUSH (formerly TREASURE IN WASTELAND)
The Remarkable Science of an Unlikely Treasure
Bryn Nelson, PhD
The future is shit, but not for the reasons you think. It is literal human shit:
a universal, teeming microbiome of possibility, full more of startling hope than
stinking peril. This book is here to show you why.
The time has come to take shit seriously. Fibrous with Bill Bryson’s gentle humor, Mary Roach’s boundless curiosity, and
Jenny Odell’s subversive glee, this book offers a funny but ever intelligent meditation on the value of poop as both
commodity and metaphor. And much like Giulia Enders’s runaway international success, Gut, this is a book that affords us a
way to look in a new way at something we thought the furthest thing from sexy.

Life Sciences/ Biology
352 pages
Publication: September 2022
Editor: Maddie Caldwell
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP
“Poolitzer-quality work …. Seriously, it’s
excellent.” -- Dan Fagin, Pulitzer Prize
winning author

Our poop contains enough energy, fertilizer, food, mineral ore, and lifesaving medicine to save us from the worst ravages of
climate change and economic depression. It offers the chance to measure and manage public health with unprecedented
speed. It contains a record of our history—our own and our species’—and enough rocket fuel to propel us into outer space. It
is, in short, the most promising and valuable Big Data set on the planet, and yet even Mark Zuckerberg is flushing his down
the toilet. This book is, as the author says, a cri de colon for the world’s waste, for the great promise and potential we
overlook in the messy and mundane.
Bryn Nelson, PhD, is an award-winning science and medical writer and former microbiologist who decided he’d much rather
write about microbes than mutate them. He has nearly 20 years of journalism experience and writes regularly for dozens of
national outlets, among them the New York Times and Daily Beast. Nelson has won two APEX Grand Awards for trade
publication writing: in 2016 for a series on physician-assisted suicide and in 2018 for a series on empathy in medicine. He
was a finalist for the 2016 UK Medical Journalists’ Association awards and received honorable mention for the 2017 David
Bricker Award for Science Writing in Medicine.
Rights sold: Chinese-simplified/ Zhejiang People’s Press

THE SKEPTICS’ GUIDE TO THE FUTURE
What the Science and Science-Fiction of Yesterday Tell Us About the
World of Tomorrow

Steven Novella with Bob Novella and Jay Novella
From the bestselling authors and hosts of The Skeptics' Guide to the Universe, a hightech roadmap of the future in their beloved voice, cracking open the follies of futurists
past and how technology will profoundly change our world, redefining what it means to
be human.
Our predictions of the future are a wild fantasy, inextricably linked to our present hopes and fears, biases and ignorance. The best we
can do is try to absorb the lessons from futurism's checkered past, perhaps learning to do a little better.

Science/ Philosophy/ Tech
512 pages
Publication: September 2022
Editor: Maddie Caldwell
Material: MS available
World rights: GCP

In THE SKEPTICS' GUIDE TO THE FUTURE, Steven Novella and his co-authors build upon the work of futurists of the past by
examining what they got right, what they got wrong, and how they came to those conclusions. By exploring the pitfalls of each era,
they give their own speculations about the distant future, transformed by unbelievable technology ranging from genetic manipulation
to artificial intelligence and quantum computing. Applying their trademark skepticism, they carefully extrapolate upon each
scientific development, leaving no stone unturned as they lay out a vision for the future.
Dr. Steven Novella is an academic clinical neurologist at Yale University School of Medicine and is host and producer of "The
Skeptics’ Guide to the Universe" (SGU). He also co-hosts "Alpha Quadrant 6," a science-fiction review show. He is the author of the
bestselling book The Skeptics Guide to the Universe: How to Know What’s Really Real in a World Increasingly Full of Fake. Bob
Novella and Jay Novella are both co-hosts of SGU and co-authors of The Skeptics Guide to the Universe.
Rights sold: British/ Hodder, China Science and Technology Press/ Chinese (simplified)
Previous publishers: British/ Hodder, Chinese (Simplified)/ Citic, German/ MVG, Korean/ Moonhaksoochup, Romanian/ Litera,
Russian/ Eksmo, Serbian/ Heliks, Spanish (Spain)/ Planeta, Spanish (Latin America)/ Oceano, Turkish/ Turkuaz, Ukrainian/ Ranok

THE BIG BANG THEORY
The Definitive, Inside Story of the Epic Hit Series
Jessica Radloff
An intimate, behind-the-curtain look at the most popular sitcom of the last decade,
packed with new juicy and enlightening interviews with the cast and crew.
The Big Bang Theory is nothing short of a television phenomenon. To the casual viewer, it's a seemingly effortless comedy,
with relatable but deeply quirky characters tackling real-life issues — a kind of visual comfort food for its millions of
dedicated fans. But the behind-the-scenes journey of The Big Bang Theory from nearly canceled pilot to smash hit is a
riveting story for the ages.

Performing Arts
464 pages
Publication: October 2022
Editor: Suzanne O’Neill
Material: MS due May 2022
World rights: GCP

THE BIG BANG THEORY: AN ORAL HISTORY is the juiciest oral history of the sensation, with the blessing of co-creator
Chuck Lorre and executive producers Steve Molaro and Steve Holland, as Glamour editor and super-fan Jessica Radloff
gives readers an all-access pass to its intrepid crew and beloved cast. It's a story of off-and-on screen romances, of casting
choices that changed American television forever, (you'll be surprised by the parts Jim Parsons didn't get), of cast members
acting bravely through personal tragedies mirrored on the show, and at the end of the series, of the multi-million dollar deals
shockingly left on the table. Above all else, The Big Bang Theory is a show that bravely tackled issues no other sitcom would
touch, and which underwent a brilliant metamorphosis during its twelve seasons that mirrored changing attitudes of America
itself, and its story is retold here with intimacy and the reverence the show has earned.
Jessica Radloff joined Glamour in 2011 as the West Coast Entertainment Correspondent. In 2018 she was promoted to West
Coast Editor. She regularly appears on Access Hollywood, The Talk, Good Morning America, TODAY, and more on behalf
of the brand. Prior to Glamour, she wrote for AOL, The Huffington Post, Modern Luxury Media, WHERE Los Angeles, and
Major League Baseball’s St. Louis Cardinals GameDay magazine. She is a member of the Television Critics Association, the
Critic’s Choice Association, and Screen Actors Guild. She is also an Associate Member of the Television Academy.
Rights sold: Russian/ Azbooka-Atticus

THE WORLD RECORD BOOK OF RACIST STORIES
Amber Ruffin and Lacey Lamar
From the New York Times bestselling authors of You’ll Never Believe What
Happened to Lacey, comedian Amber Ruffin and her sister Lacey, a new collection
of hilarious, intergenerational anecdotes from the whole Ruffin family, full of
absurd detail about everyday experiences of racism.

Humor/ Essays
240 pages
Publication: November 2022
Editor: Gretchen Young
Material: MS due April 2022
World rights: GCP

From her raucous musical numbers to turning upsetting news into laughs as the host of The Amber Ruffin Show or in her Late
Night with Seth Meyers segments, Amber is no stranger to finding the funny wherever she looks. With equal parts heart and
humor, she and her sister Lacey Lamar shared some of the eye-opening and outrageous experiences Lacey had faced in
Nebraska in their first book. Now, the dynamic duo makes it clear—Lacey isn’t the only one in the family with ridiculous
encounters to share! Amber and Lacey have many more uproarious stories, both from their own lives and the entire Ruffin
family, in chapters awarding superlatives ranging from "The Most Racist Dog" to "Worst Gifted Program."
Recounting the wildest tales of racism from their parents, their siblings, and Amber’s nieces and nephews, this intergenerational
look at ludicrous (but all too believable) everyday racism as experienced across age, gender, and appearance will have you
gasping with shock and laughter in turn. Validating for anyone who has first-hand experience, and revealing for anyone who
doesn’t, Amber and Lacey’s next book helps us all find the absurdity in the pervasive frustrations of racism. Illuminating and
packed with love and laughter, this is a must-read for just about everyone.
Amber Ruffin is the host of The Amber Ruffin Show on NBC's streaming service, Peacock, and a writer and cast member on
NBC's Late Night with Seth Meyers. She also amazingly became the first black woman to write for a late-night talk show in
American history when she joined Seth's staff in 2014, and was a writer/sometimes performer on HBO's Black Lady Sketch
Show. Lacey Lamar is Amber Ruffin’s big sister. After years of working for her community, she has landed in a profession
where she helps immigrants find work in their new country. Living in Nebraska, Lacey loves the challenge of creating safe
spaces for the celebration of Nerd/African-American culture.

I’D LIKE TO PLAY ALONE, PLEASE
Tom Segura
For fans of Joe Rogan and Adam Carolla, a shockingly and hilarious essay
collection from comedian and Your Mom's House podcast host Tom Segura.
Combining his signature curmudgeonly humor and, as Newsweek put it, "silly approach to upsetting topics," Tom
Segura presents a series of personal stories packed with the crazy characters fans have come to know and love from
his podcasts and standup. Readers will meet his dad who, like any good father, likes to talk about his bowel
movements and share graphic Vietnam stories at inappropriate moments, along with his mother, who Segura
regularly takes pleasure in offending (affectionately...). Comedic tales from his time on the road, about his marriage,
and about the trials and tribulations of parenting young children also line the collection, all to prove Segura's point:
in a world where everyone is increasingly insane, he's better off alone.

Humor/Essays
272 pages
Publication: May 2022
Editor: Suzanne O’Neill
Material: MS available
World Rights: GCP

Tom Segura is a comedian originally from Cincinnati, Ohio. Well known for his Netflix specials Completely
Normal and Mostly Stories, Segura has also made televisions appearances that include Conan, Happy Endings, The
Late Late Show, among others, and multiple stand-up appearances on Comedy Central. Tom performs at the top
comedy festivals in the world and also regularly appears on XM radio comedy channels and fan favorites such
as Bennington Show. Segura has been a regular guest on some of the most downloaded podcasts in the world of
comedy such as The Joe Rogan Experience and WTF with Marc Maron.
Additionally, his noted podcast, Your Mom's House, which he co-hosts with his wife, comedian Christina Pazsitzky,
was a finalist for Best Comedy Podcast at the Stitcher Awards.

SINK: A Memoir
Joseph Earl Thomas
A stunning, wrenching and redemptive coming-of-age memoir about the
difficulty of growing up in a hazardous home and the glory of finding salvation
in geek culture.
“Sink is a new kind of memoir, remixing the best parts of the genre. Though cohesive, the chapters in Sink are brilliant and
brilliantly different. Thomas uses the act and politics of oration to move us within the silences of desire. It’s the way Thomas
narrativizes encounters that make this book different than any memoir I’ve read, but also, so more propellant than any
memoir in recent years…stunning in its audacious goodness.”—Kiese Laymon, author of Heavy
Joey grew up surrounded by chaos. His mother, a mercurial crack addict, ducked in and out of his life, leaving him with his
equally unpredictable grandmother and her begrudging partner. Abused constantly for his perceived weakness, both
physically and verbally and in and outside of his home, the only places he could find solace were in virtual words. Unable to
stand up to his adoptive grandfather or his many other bullies in the real world, he found new strength in Dragon Ball Z,
imagining himself transforming into a powerful Super Saiyan, or flying through the open, dark sky in Sega Saturn Nights.
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In SINK, Joseph Earl Thomas explores how geek culture gave him an escape from his unjust and brutal surroundings. In a
series of precise and ferocious vignettes, he exposes readers to the heaviness that defined his childhood and carefully levies
the unexpected moments of joy he was able to carve out. Refusing or unable to conform as a child, he now retraces the paths
that led him to his first encounters with like-minded people, those who offered brief but meaningful reprieves from a
community that rejected him over and over again. As tender as it is savage, SINK is a unique coming-of-age story about
unexpected salvation and the beauty of human connection.
Joseph Earl Thomas’s writing has appeared in The Kenyon Review, Gulf Coast, and elsewhere. He holds an MFA
from the University of Norte Dame, and is a Miami Book Fair Emerging Writer Fellow, and a Bread Loaf, Tin House
Workshop, and 2017 VONA workshop alumni. He is the winner of the 2020 Chautauqua Janus Prize.
We have signed up a novel and collection of stories, as well!

AFTER THE MIRACLE
The Lonely Crusades of Helen Keller
Max Wallace
With previously untapped and surprising research by New York Times
bestselling author Max Wallace, the first major Helen Keller biography in
more than 40 years reframes history to focus on the powerful, underexplored
story of her adult life as a fervent advocate for racial justice, socialism, and
disability rights.
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Helen Keller is a very widely recognized name, but few know what her accomplishments in life were beyond learning to
communicate. Her bestselling autobiography The Story of My Life continues to sell, well over a century after its initial
publication, but it was written when she was 22, leaving most of her adult life untold– and leaving much of the credit to her
teacher, Anne Sullivan.
Max Wallace presents strong evidence that this framing of Helen Keller’s story has not been accidental, but on the contrary
was intentionally used to diminish and undermine her political advocacy. This book is an essential retelling of history, reempowering one of the most outspoken champions of racial, economic, and disability justice of the twentieth century and
finally giving her the due she deserves. It speaks to the modern moment, when democratic socialism is seeing a resurgence,
racial inequality is central to current zeitgeist, and disability studies is a thriving, relatively new academic sphere.
Max Wallace is a Canadian journalist, filmmaker, and human rights activist, and the New York Times bestselling author of
five books. His most recent book In the Name of Humanity: The Secret Deal to End the Holocaust was published in 2017
was a Canadian bestseller and was shortlisted for the 2018 RBC Taylor Prize — Canada’s most prestigious award for
literary non-fiction. The book also won the 2018 Canadian Jewish Literary Award. As a journalist, he has contributed to the
Sunday New York Times and the BBC. Since 2007, he has also worked with AMI-TV — a television network for blind and
partially sighted people— to write hundreds of Described Video film and television scripts.

An imprint dedicated to giving
voice to issues, authors, and all
groups that have been
underrepresented, underserved,
and overlooked.
Legacy Lit’s books uplift and
celebrate diverse communities
using fresh narratives, powerful
storytelling, and big ideas that will
educate, enlighten, and inspire.

NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE (THEN & NOW)
From the Civil Rights Movement to Black Lives Matter
Devin Allen
An award-winning photographer juxtaposes his recent photos of the #BlackLivesMatter
protests with Gordon Parks’ iconic photos of Civil Rights era activism, and brings in
influential writers and activists to comment on how the movement has changed over the
past six decades.
Devin Allen has devoted much of the past five years to documenting the generationally-defining protests of the Black Lives Matter
movement, from its early days in Ferguson up to the current moment. Here, Allen juxtaposes his powerful and incredibly moving photos of
today's protests alongside photos of the Civil Rights movement that were documented by his inspiration, the renowned Gordon Parks, in
order to present a stunningly comprehensive visual of Black activism and leadership in America over the past six decades.
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Together with these poignant, timeless portraits, Allen will also include 25 essays from today's most influential writers and activistsincluding Clint Smith, Jacqueline Woodson, D. Watkins, Ed Gordon, Alanah Nicole Davis, Deray McKesson, and Kondwani Fidel, among
others-that respond to the words of their predecessors, such as Martin Luther King, Jr., Frederick Douglas, Malcolm X, Rosa Parks, and
John Lewis. Side by side, these photos and essays show where the movements of yesterday and today meet and where they differ, how
modern activists continue to build on and expand the ideas set forth by earlier leaders, and create a stern missive about the moral
responsibility of Americans to break unjust laws and take direct action.
At once deeply intimate and profoundly collective, NO JUSTICE, NO PEACE (THEN & NOW) is a creative lens through which to reflect
on both our history and the current moment, and a visual reminder of the tough, but necessary, road that lies ahead.
Devin Allen is an award-winning photographer whose work has graced the covers and interiors of acclaimed print media nationwide, as
well as the author of A Beautiful Ghetto. He lives in Baltimore.

YOU GOTTA BE YOU
How to Embrace This Messy Life and Step Into Who You Really Are
Brandon Kyle Goodman
From Modern Love star and writer on Netflix's Big Mouth, comes these searing
dispatches as a nonbinary Black person at the intersection of Blackness and Queerness.
From the time we're born, there are expectations placed on us by our families, our communities, and society. A litany of Do's and
Don’ts. Boxes that we are required to fit based on our race, gender, sexuality, and other parts of our identities. But is “fitting in”
worth the time, energy, and suffering? Actor, writer, and activist Brandon Kyle Goodman says Hell no it ain’t!
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Compelling, compassionate, and deeply intimate, You Gotta Be is an unapologetic call to self-freedom. It's a collection of thoughtprovoking takeaways about turning rejection (from others and yourself) into a roadmap to self-love. It's a profoundly honest guide
to setting boundaries while building a community that fosters self-growth. It's an open-hearted offering to lead you on the path to
healing and finding your self-worth. Most importantly, it's an affirmation that we are enough exactly as we are.
As a Black queer person in a 6’1”,180lb, male body, born into a religious immigrant household, Brandon Kyle Goodman knows
the pain of having to hide one's true self, the work of learning to love that true self, and the freedom of finally being your true self.
An actor, writer, and activist, Goodman has written for Netflix's smash-hit animated comedy series Big Mouth, and has also
starred in Amazon's Modern Love and People Just Do Nothing as well as Netflix's Feel the Beat.

RIDE-OR-DIE
A Feminist Manifesto for the Well-Being of Black Women
Shanita Hubbard
A feminist manifesto from sociologist and journalist Shanita Hubbard that mixes
cultural criticism and pop culture history to dissect how hip hop has sidelined Black
women's identity and emotional wellbeing.
For Shanita Hubbard—and many Black people—hip-hop is a beloved genre of music that offers a voice against injustice, a means
to elevate cultural consciousness, and, like all music, a reason to dance. But one day, while listening to the song “One Love”
Hubbard became increasingly unsettled as one of her favorite rappers told a story about the injustice of mass incarceration of
Black men but did not mention the painful truths of the Black women who often must support them and their children through
financial and emotional hardship.
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RIDE-OR DIE comes as a fervent disruption to the notion replayed in hip hop that Black women are not worth healthy love and
care unless they live up to impossible, male-defined standards of womanhood. In a combination of personal narrative and cultural
criticism, Hubbard uses hip-hop as a vehicle to explore social issues that distinctly affect Black women but are consistently left
out of dialogues about race, gender, and history in and out of Black communities. No woman is immune to hop-hop's
misogynistic messaging, Hubbard asserts, not even sexually liberated mega-rapper Megan Thee Stallion, who was asked for proof
when she was shot by her lover Tory Lanez, or pop and R&B titan, Beyonce, who was subjected to public scrutiny and judgment
following the infidelity of her husband and iconic rapper Jay-Z.
RIDE-OR DIE is more than a book about hip hop. It is a beautifully rendered feminist manifesto onthe importance of Black
women's emotional lives.
Shanita Hubbard is a writer, speaker, professor of sociology, and mother. Hubbard brings awareness to injustice against people
of color, women, and the LGBTQA+ community, among others, through her writing.

MADNESS
Crownsville, the Search for Sanity in a Segregated Asylum,
and the Legacy of Race in Mental Health
Antonia Hylton
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks meets Hidden Valley Road in a captivating,
important historical narrative and examination of the history of racism in the mental
health field that leads up to the present-day, by an Emmy award winning journalist.
As much as the field of psychiatry has advanced over the centuries, there is something that is conspicuously absent from the
history books: Black patients. From the 19th century paintings of psychiatrist Phillipe Pinel throwing the chains off of white
lunatics in France, to the female hysterics studied by Sigmund Freud, and the anxious American housewives targeted by early
antidepressant advertisements, Black people have been excluded not only from the narrative of recovery but that of redemption.
Nowhere is this exclusion clearer than in the history of Maryland’s Crownsville Hospital for the Negro Insane.
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Hylton explores Crownsville’s history and how the legacy of slavery and racist stereotypes ultimately pave the way to the
criminalization and stigmatization of Black patients. Madness is using journalistic investigation, photographs, original research,
interviews, primary sources, and newspaper records to raise questions about our country’s incomplete narrative. She moves
between anecdotal accounts from within Crownsville and wider-lens perspectives on how it shaped the legacy of care and
empathy for Black people. She connects the aftermath of chattel slavery to Crownsville, where patients were also forced to work
the land. She explores treatment from the medical staff and the fearmongering in surrounding neighborhoods. Above all,
Madness provides deep context on who is considered redeemable, centered on those receiving the worst of what is available.
Antonia Hylton is an award-winning correspondent at NBC News and MSNBC, reporting at the intersection of politics, race, and
justice. From 2016 to 2020, Antonia was one of the original Correspondents and Producers of Vice Media and HBO’s critically
acclaimed nightly news and documentary show, Vice News Tonight. She has won several awards, including an Emmy for her
development and reporting of an HBO special episode on the family separation crisis, a Gracie Award for her stories about
women, a NAMIC Vision Award for reporting on violence and politics in Chicago, and two Front Page Awards for special
reporting and breaking news. In 2015 Antonia graduated magna cum laude from Harvard University, where she received prizes
for her writing and investigative research on race, mass incarceration and the history of psychiatry.

YOUNG HOT ROYALS
The Secret World of the Rich and Titled
Kate Bennett
Detailed and dishy, Young Hot Royals profiles the top twenty royals tearing up the
party scene, falling in (and out of) love, globe-trotting on never-ending vacations,
popping $10,000 bottles of Champagne, owning VIP rooms, dripping in family jewels,
and using their titles for the ultimate entitlement.
William is married, three kids, bald and boring. Harry, no longer an official royal, self-exiled, settled. So...where do
we go for our royal fix of young, rich, debauched, monarchical hotness?
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All over the world, it turns out. In a detailed and dishy new book, YOUNG HOT ROYALS looks at the top 20 royals tearing up
the party scene, falling in (and out of) love, globe-trotting on never-ending vacations, popping $10,000 bottles of Champagne,
owning VIP rooms, dripping in family jewels, and using their titles for the ultimate personal enrichment. From British headlinegrabbers like Princess Eugenie and her sister, Princess Beatrice, to Austrian car racer Prince Ferdinand von Habsburg, to Grecian
super-socialite Princess Maria Olympia, YOUNG HOT ROYALS is gossip fodder at its finest, with every society ball, scandalous
relationship, and splashy wedding laid bare.
This is beyond trust-fund living—this is a world exclusive to the pedigreed, the privileged, and the well-connected. Behavior,
good or bad, need not apply.
Kate Bennett is a White House correspondent for CNN, where her beat includes the Trump family, the first lady, the East Wing of
the White House, and the mashup of style, society, and buzz in the nation's capital. Bennett previously coauthored the newsletter
COVER/LINE and is the author of the upcoming CNNPolitics weekly column, In The Wings. A former magazine and fashion
editor, prior to CNN Kate worked for VEGAS and Capitol File magazines, where at both she was editor in chief.

GOING PUBLIC
How a Small Group of Silicon Valley Rebels Loosened
Wall Street’s Grip on the IPO and Sparked a Revolution
Dakin Campbell
A behind-the-scenes tour of the high-stakes world of IPOs and how a visionary group of
startup executives, venture capitalists, and maverick bankers have launched a crusade to
upend the traditional IPO as we know it.
Going Public is a character-driven narrative centered on the last five years of unparalleled change in how technology startups sell
shares to the public. Initial public offerings, or IPOs, are typically the first time retail investors can own a piece of the New
Economy companies promising to rewire economic rules. Selling IPOs is also one of the most profitable businesses for Wall Street
investment banks, who have spent the last 40 years protecting their profits. In an era when algorithms and software have made the
financial markets more efficient, the pricing of IPOs still relies on human judgment.
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In 2016, executives at Spotify sought to upend the status quo. Led by a trim and understated CFO, Barry McCarthy, and a shy but
brilliant founder, Daniel Ek, they took a wild idea and forged something new. Going Public explores how they got comfortable with
the risk, and how they lobbied securities watchdogs and exchange staff to rewrite the regulations. Readers will meet executives at
disruptive companies like Airbnb, DoorDash, and data miner Palantir, venture capitalists, and even some bankers who seized on
Spotify’s labor and used it to knock Wall Street bankers off the piles of fees they’d been stacking for so long.
Going Public weaves in earlier attempts to rethink the IPO process, introducing readers to one of Silicon Valley’s earliest bankers,
Bill Hambrecht, whose invention for selling shares online was embraced by Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin when
they auctioned their shares in 2004. And it examines the recent boom in blank-check companies, those Wall Street insider deals that
have suddenly become the hottest way to enter the public markets. Going Public tells stories from inside the room, and more.
Dakin Campbell is the Chief Finance Correspondent at Business Insider. He is the publication’s senior reporter covering Wall
Street, after a decade at Bloomberg writing for its wire service, Businessweek, and Markets magazine.

THERE’S JUST ONE PROBLEM
True Tales from the Former, One-Time, 7th Most Powerful Person in
the WWE
Brian Gewirtz
Former WWE head writer Brian Gewirtz brings readers behind the scenes for an
unprecedented look at the chaotic, surreal, unbelievable backstage world of the
professional wrestling.
With untold stories from a career spanning over 15 years and featuring the biggest names and controversial moments in wrestling
history, this is an honest, unflinching look on how an introverted life-long fan unexpectedly became one the most powerful men in all
of professional wrestling.
For decades wrestling was shrouded in secrecy. It had larger than life personalities, bone crunching physicality and jaw-dropping
theatrics but backstage it was an industry devoid of outsiders. Then in 1999, Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson turned to 26-year-old
television writer Brian Gewirtz and asked “You ever consider writing for WWE?”
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Most writers in the WWE last for a matter of months; Gewirtz was there for over 15 years, writing some of most memorable and
infamous storylines in WWE history (covering the “Attitude Era”, the “Ruthless Aggression Era” and into the “PG” and “Reality”
eras), and working closely with WWE Chairman Vince McMahon and Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson.
So how does a lifelong fan and outsider break through to become the ultimate insider? Taking advice from his idol, the late “Rowdy”
Roddy Piper, when you're so full of fear, there’s only one way to push through: become fearless.
Current SVP of Development at Dwayne Johnson and Dany Garcia’s “Seven Bucks Productions”, Brian Gewirtz was the youngest
and longest tenured Head Writer in WWE’s history.

THE DISSIDENT
Alexei Navalny and the Hope for a New Russia
David Herszenhorn
A news-driven biography of Putin's nemesis, Alexei Navalny—lawyer, blogger, anticorruption crusader, protest organizer, political opposition leader, Moscow mayoral
candidate, provocateur, poisoning victim, dissident, and now, a prisoner of conscience.
THE DISSIDENT is the story of how one man—father, husband, brother—offended by the core dishonesty and criminality of the
Russian political system has mounted a fearless and relentless opposition movement and become Putin's personal nemesis; so
despised, in fact, that the Russian leader makes a point of never uttering Navalny's name.
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Here, investigative reporter David Herszenhorn weaves together the five primary threads of Navalny's remarkable life and work,
including: The assassination attempt by poisoning in Siberia, his recovery in Germany, and his vigilante-style investigative
collaboration with Bellingcat to identify suspects; Navalny's personal biography, including the year he spent in the Yale University
Fellows program that has spurred conspiracy theories about his ties to the U.S.; His anti-corruption investigations—beginning with his
2010 exposé about embezzlement at Transneft, a state-controlled oil company, and continuing until his most recent blockbuster
revelations about Putin's Black Sea Palace; His political activism, including the organization of white ribbon protests following the
fraudulent Duma elections in 2011, his 2013 campaign for mayor of Moscow, and more.
Riveting and complex, THE DISSIDENT introduces readers to Russia's greatest and most effective agitator, a man so willing to
sacrifice his freedom—and even his own life—to build the country he wants to live in and hopes to pass on to his children.
David M. Herszenhorn is chief Brussels correspondent of POLITICO. Before joining POLITICO, David worked for more than 20
years at The New York Times, as a reporter, Washington correspondent and foreign correspondent based in Moscow.

AMERICAN CARTEL
Inside the Fight Against the Opioid Industry
Scott Higham, Sari Horwitz
The definitive investigation and exposé of how Big Pharma conspired to create the opioid crisis-–
from the Pulitzer Prize-winning Washington Post reporters who first uncovered this secret,
reckless and near-omnipotent drug cartel.
AMERICAN CARTEL is an unflinching and deeply documented dive into the culpability of the drug companies behind the
staggering death toll of the opioid epidemic, the worst man-made drug epidemic in American history.
One breathtaking disclosure after another—from emails that mocked addicts to invoices chronicling the rise of pill mills—showed
the indifference of big business to the epidemic's toll. Its narrative approach moves dramatically between corporate boardrooms,
courthouses, lobbying firms, DEA field offices and Capitol Hill while capturing the human toll of the epidemic on America's
streets.
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AMERICAN CARTEL is the story of those who were on the front lines of the fight to stop the human carnage. Along the way,
they suffer a string of defeats, some of their careers destroyed by the very same government officials who swore to uphold the law,
before they finally prevail over some of the most powerful corporate and political influences in the nation.
Scott Higham is a Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative reporter for The Washington Post. During the past five years, he has been
investigating the forces behind the opioid epidemic and was a lead reporter on The Post’s “Opioid Files” series, which was a
Pulitzer Finalist for Public Service in 2020. His work, in collaboration with some of the best reporters, producers and editors in
the business, also has been recognized with a George Polk award, a Peabody, an Emmy, the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award,
the Edward R. Murrow Award and the Alfred I. duPont-Columbia Award.
Sari Horwitz has been a reporter at The Washington Post for 38 years and has been awarded the Pulitzer Prize four
times. She was a reporter on the Post’s “Opioid Files” series, which was a Pulitzer Finalist for Public Service in 2020. Horwitz is
the co-author Finding Chandra and Sniper and the author of Justice in Indian Country. Her work has been recognized with a
George Polk award, the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award, the Selden Ring for Investigative Reporting, the James Aronson
Award for Social Justice Journalism and the American Society of News Editors Distinguished Writing award.

BEAVERLAND
How One Weird Rodent Made America
Leila Philip
Following In the rich literary tradition of H is for Hawk and The Soul of an Octopus,
BEAVERLAND tells the tumultuous, eye-opening story of how beavers and the beaver
trade shaped America's history, culture, and environment.
Before the American empires of steel and coal and oil, before the railroads, there was the empire of fur. Beginning with the early transAtlantic trade in North America, Leila Philip traces the beaver's profound influence on our nation’s early economy and feverish western
expansion, its first corporations and multi-millionaires.
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As Leila's passion for this weird and wonderful rodent widens from her careful observation of its dams in her local pond, she chronicles
the many characters she meets in her pursuit of the beaver: fur trappers and fur traders, trap collectors and fur auctioneers, wildlife
managers, PETA activists, Native American environmental vigilantes, biologists and beaver enthusiasts. What emerges is a startling
portrait of the secretive, largely hidden world of the contemporary fur trade and an immersive ecological and historical investigation of
these animals that, once trapped to the point of extinction, have rebounded to become one of the greatest conservation stories of the 20th
century. Now, beavers offer surprising solutions to some of the most urgent problems caused by climate change.
BEAVERLAND transports readers into scenes of beavers in their ponds and the fur trappers in pursuit of them, widening arcs of
information to reveal the profound ways in which beavers and the beaver trade shaped American history, culture, and our environment.
Leila Philip is the author of two award-winning books of literary nonfiction, The Road Through Miyama, which was awarded the 1990
PEN Martha Albrand Citation for Nonfiction, and A Family Place: A Hudson Valley Farm, Three Centuries, Five Wars, One Family,
which received awards for the documentation of American life and for American history. Both received starred reviews from Kirkus and
were reviewed by The New York Times and elsewhere. She has awarded numerous fellowships, including from the John R. Simon
Guggenheim Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and The Yaddo
Corporation. A contributing columnist at The Boston Globe, Leila writes regularly on the environment, politics, and culture.

LADIES FIRST
Nadirah Simmons
Ladies First takes you on a journey through some of the most notable firsts
by women in hip-hop history and their importance.
The history of hip hop is continually about disruption from outsiders, and female artists have done that time and
again, facing all the challenges of a male-dominated industry and finding amazing ways to express themselves.
Ladies First is the untold herstory of hip hop. It’s for the Gen X and Millennial women who witnessed the struggle
and are nostalgic for the climb– from a young star on the rise.
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Nadirah Simmons is a writer and digital content creator committed to preserving Black history, Hip-Hop history,
and pop culture, and finding new ways to tell stories on tv and the Internet. In 2018, Simmons was inspired to put
her love of Hip-Hop, Black history and Black womanhood along with her producing/writing skills into practice. She
created The Gumbo, an innovative space in media for the creative excellence and activism of Black women in HipHop and a safe haven free of politics.

WHEN THE MOON TURNS TO BLOOD
Leah Sottile
Inspired by Jon Krakauer’s Under the Banner of Heaven and Jess
Walter’s Every Knee Shall Bow, Leah Sottile’s When the Moon Turns to
Blood explores the history of survivalism, prepping, and end times extremism
through the modern narrative story of Lori Vallow and her husband, grave
digger turned prepper/end times novelist Chad Daybell.
When police in Rexburg, Idaho, a remote outpost home to BYU-Idaho and considered to be an extension of
Mormon Utah, perform a wellness check on 12-year-old JJ Vallow and his sister, 17-year-old Tylee Ryan, both
children are nowhere to be found. Their mother, Lori Vallow, gives a phony explanation, and when officers return
the following day with a search warrant, she, too, is gone. As the police begin to close in, Vallow and Daybell’s
larger web begins to unravel.
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Vallow’s case is sinuously complex, and the accused Black Widow turns out to have had bodies piling up around her
for much of the last year.
When the Moon Turns to Blood tells this fascinating specific story, while also exploring the increasingly relevant
questions: what do people need to believe about themselves and others in order to prepare for disaster? And what
happens when those beliefs go too far?
Leah Sottile’s investigations, longform features, profiles and essays have been published by the Washington Post,
the New York Times, The Atavist, Outside, and the Atlantic, among others. She is also the author and host of the
podcast, Bundyville, produced in conjunction with Longreads and Oregon Public Broadcasting—the only podcast to
ever be nominated twice for a National Magazine Award—and is one of the youngest recipients of the University of
Montana’s Distinguished Pollner Professorship.

THE GLASS HOUSE
How Russia’s Military Intelligence Agency, the GRU,
Changed the World
Jacket to come

Michael Weiss
The history of one of the most influential secret spy organizations in the
world: the Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the
Russian Federation, known more simply as GRU.
The GRU stands accused of hacking the communication systems of a US presidential race; attempting to murder
one of its defectors in England with a weapon of mass destruction; and shooting down a commercial airliner over
the skies of Ukraine. And that’s just in the last five years.
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Michael Weiss will examine this organization’s inner workings by interviewing former members—officers and
agents—and traveling to half a dozen countries where the organization has plied its grim trade. While we tend to
associate the KGB with the bad guys, the truth of the matter is, the GRU was arguably more significant in shaping
the Cold War, and this book will seek to correct that historiographical imbalance, through deep reporting and
archival research in multiple languages. There has never been a fully researched and comprehensive history of the
GRU published in either Russian or English– until now.
Michael Weiss is a veteran investigative journalist who focuses on international affairs. He was a National Security
Analyst at CNN and is now a contributor to the Atlantic and a featured columnist for the Daily Beast. He is coauthor
of the New York Times bestseller ISIS: Inside the Army of Terror, as well as The Menace of Unreality: How the
Kremlin Weaponizes Information, Culture and Money, a seminal text on understanding Russian disinformation and
propaganda.

Fiction

THE RENEGADE: An Anonymous Justice novel
Nancy Allen
In the launch of this fast-paced new series, a corrupt NYC legal system lands
a justice-seeking lawyer in mandated anger management group meetings.
When she discovers the meetings are a front for a group of renegades, will
she choose to fight back with them or stay on the right side of the law?
Since the mysterious death of her father, a NYC cop, Assistant District Attorney Kate Stone has always fought against
injustice in New York City. Now with no one to turn to, Kate blows off steam with martial arts and whatever bourbon happens
to be on hand that night.
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When she can't imagine that life could get any darker, she's proven wrong as she argues a case against Max James, a serial
assaulter of women. It's a case she desperately wants to win…but James walks free. When he confronts her outside the
courthouse, it's all the impetus she needs. Within seconds, she punches James, and as a result ends up in anger management
meetings.
In so doing she meets a group of people from all walks of life—a sex addict, a gambler, and an ex-military member—all
wronged by a rigged justice system. Their mission: to do everything in their power to help right wrongs, even if outside the
law. Kate turns the offer to join down immediately because a team of wannabe Batmen (and women) are not going to solve
this problem. However, she changes her mind when Max James appears on the news again so soon—the victim refusing to
press charges—and Kate has no other option. At home with these misfits, it's almost like they're the family that she's been
missing since her dad died. But secrets lurk within the shadows of the group, and when Kate begins to dig into her father's
death, she unknowingly ignites a battle that will rage across the city that never sleeps.
Nancy Allen, an attorney and professor, has mastered sharp and dark writing from hard-won experience. She's tried over 30
jury cases, including murder and sexual offenses, and was a law instructor at Missouri State University. She has also garnered
more skill with her craft after authoring legal thrillers such as her Ozarks Mystery series (HarperCollins) and co-authoring
Juror #3 and Jailhouse Lawyer with James Patterson. This is the first in a two-book deal; book 2 will follow in January 2022.

THE FOURTH PROPHECY
Glenn Cooper
Fans of Dan Brown and Steve Berry will love this new thriller by international
bestselling author Glenn Cooper—the first in a two-book deal—featuring Cal
Donovan, a theology scholar, as he uncovers religious and papal history and
plenty of conspiracy!
The Three Secrets of Fatima are terrifying prophesies given to three Portuguese shepherd children in 1917 by an
apparition of the Virgin Mary, Our Lady of Fatima. Decades later, the prophesies were passed to Pope John Paul II by
Sister Lucia, the one survivor among the children. John Paul decided to make them public. They foretold the Second
World War and perhaps the attempted assassination of John Paul.
It has long been rumored that there was one additional prophesy that was so alarming that it was suppressed by John
Paul and Pope Benedict. In The Fourth Prophecy, the pope receives existential threats against the Vatican alluding to
the fourth secret and enlists Cal Donovan, an expert in Fatima-ology, to find out if a fourth secret really exists,
triggering a race against time before the Second Coming of Christ.
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“Cooper’s name on a book’s cover
guarantees two things: an elaborate story
with plenty of twists and turns and a swift
pace that carries the reader through to the
end.” - Booklist

Glenn Cooper’s books have been translated into 31 languages and have sold over 6 million copies. To date, Cooper has
written seven novels, all of which have become top-ten international bestsellers. His Library of the Dead trilogy is
currently being adapted as a TV series by Pioneer Pictures. Book 2 in our contract is scheduled for Summer 2023.
Cooper graduated magna cum laude from Harvard University with a B.A. in Archaeology. He attended Tufts
University School of Medicine, then practiced internal medicine and infectious diseases in hospitals, clinics, and
refugee camps in conflict zones before joining the biotechnology industry, where he was the CEO of several publicly
traded companies. He is currently the chairman of Lascaux Media, a diversified media company which produces
thrillers and horror films.
Rights sold (2 books): French/ City Editions, Italian/ Nord

LIVID: A Scarpetta Novel
Patricia Cornwell
#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell returns with the 26th
installment in her mega-bestselling, recently relaunched Kay Scarpetta series.
In this thrilling new installment of Patricia Cornwell’s #1 bestselling series, chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta
finds herself a reluctant star witness in a sensational televised murder trial causing chaos in Old Town Alexandria with
the threat of violent protests.
Forensic pathologist Kay Scarpetta has just inherited one of the most notorious cases of her career. Two years ago, a former
beauty queen’s body washed up on the shore of Wallops Island, Virginia. She was last seen on a boat with her fiancé, who has
since been held in jail while awaiting trial.
Scarpetta must act as the expert witness for the case—an investigation previously botched by another forensic pathologist.
After a grueling cross-examination by the prosecutor, Scarpetta leaves the court only to discover that the sister of the judge on
her case has been found dead.
Scarpetta ultimately finds herself facing a powerful, invisible enemy who’s planning the unthinkable . . .
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Publication: October 2022
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Material: MS July 2022
World Rights: GCP

Patricia Cornwell is recognized as one of the world’s top bestselling crime authors with novels translated into thirty-six
languages in more than 120 countries. Her novels have won prestigious awards including the Edgar, the Creasey, the Prix du
Roman d’Aventure, the Sherlock, the Galaxy National Book Award, and Gold Dagger. In addition to the Scarpetta series,
Patricia has written a definitive book about Jack the Ripper, a biography, and three more fiction series, among others.
Cornwell, a licensed helicopter pilot and scuba diver, actively researches the technologies that inform her work.
Previous publishers of AUTOPSY (Scarpetta #25): French (J.C. Lattes), Italian (Mondadori), Dutch (Luitingh-Sijthoff), Japanese (Kodansha),
Germany (Kampa), Finnish (Otava), Hungarian (Muvelt Nep), Croatian (24 sata), Bulgarian (Bard), Estonian (Varrak)

Rights sold: UK/ Sphere

HALF-BLOWN ROSE
Leesa Cross-Smith
From the award-winning author of This Close to Okay comes the irresistible story of a
woman remaking her life after her husband’s betrayal leads to a year of travel, art, and
passion in Paris.
Vincent, having grown up the privileged daughter of artists, has a life that is lovely in many ways. At 44 she enjoys strolling the streets
of Paris and teaching at the modern art museum; she has a vibrant group of friends; and she’s even caught the eye of a young,
charismatic man named Loup. But Vincent is also in Paris to escape a painful betrayal by her Irish husband, Cillian.
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Material: Page Proof PDF
World Rights: GCP
“Leesa Cross-Smith writes the way
many people wish they could:
ferociously, tenderly, and with a
tremendous amount of heart.”—
Kristen Arnett

Now estranged, Vincent has agreed to see Cillian again at their son’s wedding the following summer, but Loup introduces new
complications. Soon they begin an intense affair, and somewhere between dinners made together, nights spent talking and smoking
cigarettes in the moonlight, hazy evenings in nightclubs where Loup’s band plays, cafés, museums, and long, starry walks by the Seine,
Vincent feels herself loosening, blossoming. Half-Blown Rose traverses Paris, train rides, liminal spaces, and the messy complexities of
relationships. As Cillian does all he can to win her back and with their son’s wedding quickly approaching, Vincent must decide what
she wants . . . and who she will be.
Leesa Cross-Smith is a homemaker and writer from Kentucky. She is the author of So We Can Glow (Grand Central Publishing,
2020), Whiskey & Ribbons (Hub City Press, 2018), Every Kiss A War (Mojave River Press, 2014), and the forthcoming This Close To
Okay (Grand Central Publishing, 2021) and Half-Blown Rose (Grand Central Publishing, 2022). She is longlisted for the 2021 Joyce
Carol Oates Literary Prize. This Close To Okay was a Book of the Month Early Release Pick for December 2020. So We Can Glow was
listed as one of NPR’s Best Books of 2020. The novel Whiskey & Ribbons was longlisted for the 2018 Center for Fiction First Novel
Prize and listed among Oprah Magazine’s “Top Books of Summer.” Every Kiss A War was a finalist for both the Flannery O’Connor
Award for Short Fiction (2012) and the Iowa Short Fiction Award (2012).
“Cross-Smith writes tenderly about the trial and error of intimacy and draws you in with enormous warmth and control.”—Raven
Leilani, author of Luster
Previous rights sold: Russian/ Eksmo, Romanian/ Trei

LIAR, DREAMER, THIEF
Maria Dong
A sympathetic and suspenseful novel about a young woman's attempts to cope with
mental illness via a vividly constructed fantasy world—and the complications that arise
when the coworker she's been stalking jumps off a bridge right in front of her, blaming
her for his death.
Katrina Kim may be broke, the black sheep of her family, and slightly unhinged, but she isn't a stalker, no matter what her roommate,
Leoni, thinks. She knows her obsession with her co-worker, Kurt, is a coping mechanism. And besides—following someone around like
an ineffectual ghost isn't exactly stalking, is it? But when Kurt leaves her a cryptic postcard that implies he knows about her invasive
surveillance, it sends Katrina into a tailspin.
Desperate to reclaim control, she enacts the most powerful ritual she has to purge her anxiety—a midnight visit to the Cayatoga
Bridge—and arrives just in time to become the only witness to Kurt's suicide. Before he jumps, he slams her with a devastating
accusation—that his death is all her fault.
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Horrified, confused, and desperate to understand Kurt’s decision, Katrina combs through the clues she’s collected over the last three
years of following him, but each new revelation uncovers a menacing truth: that for every moment she was watching him, he was
watching her, and that the past she thought she’d left behind has been closer than she ever imagined.
Intriguing, heartbreaking, and steeped in suspense, Maria Dong's debut is a dreamy and intricate exploration of the loneliness of seeking
connection in a confusing world. A gripping page-turner, as well as a sensitive exploration of mental health, this novel is a vivid
portrayal of life in all its complexities—and the dangers that stem from unveiling people’s most closely guarded secrets.
Maria Dong's short fiction, articles, and poetry have been published in over a dozen venues, including Apex, Apparition Literary
Magazine, Augur, Fantasy Magazine, Fusion Fragment, Kaleidotrope, Khoreo, Lightspeed, and Nightmare, among others. Currently a
computer programmer, she has had a diverse career, and has worked as a property manager, English teacher, and occupational therapist.
She lives with her partner and a potato-dog in southwest Michigan, in a centenarian saltbox house that is almost certainly haunted, and
loves watching K-Dramas and drinking Bell's beer. She can be reached via Twitter @mariadongwrites or her website, mariadong.com.

DEVICE FREE WEEKEND
Sean Doolittle
Seven friends, one eccentric billionaire, an all-expenses paid reunion on a private
island with one catch: no phones, tablets or laptops allowed. It’ll be a weekend to
remember–for those who make it out alive.
Ryan Cloverhill, founder and CEO of the world’s most popular social media platform, invites his six best college buddies to his home on
his private island near Puget Sound. Day One offers amazing food, many drinks, lots of laughter, and a sunset cruise around the island
aboard their host’s custom Van Dutch 55. Just what the doctor ordered.

Thriller/ Suspense
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Editor: Wes Miller
Material: MS available
World Rights: GCP

Day Two, however, takes a bewildering turn when the six hungover guests wake up to find that their host has disappeared, along with all
connection to the mainland. A touchscreen tablet of unknown make awaits them, blatantly defying the rules of the weekend with its onscreen challenge: Unlock Me! The passcode to the tablet is hidden somewhere in the group’s shared history. But what seems at first like
just another silly game turns deadly serious when the group discovers what unlocking the tablet really means. Is it the key to their
futures, a Pandora’s box none of them will ever be able to close, or both?
Only one thing is clear: their old friend Ryan has something unthinkable planned. Now it’s up to the six of them to stop him. And when
this weekend is over, the world will never be the same.
Sean Doolittle is the author of several crime and suspense novels. His books have received the Barry Award and the International
Thriller Writers Award, among other honors. He is most recently the author of Kill Monster (Severn House 2019) and 2012’s Lake
Country, his most recent thriller. His books have been translated in several languages and have been praised by bestselling authors
including Dennis Lehane, Michael Connelly, Laura Lippman, George Pelecanos, Harlan Coben, and Lee Child.
“Sean Doolittle’s novels are stylishly written and refreshing in their quirky originality.”– New York Times Book Review
“[A] cult writer for the masses– hip- smart, and so mordantly funny….”– Laura Lippman

ALL THE THINGS WE DON’T TALK ABOUT
Amy Feltman
For readers of All Adults Here and The Most Fun We Ever Had, a tender and charming
portrait of a modern family struggling with the addiction, neurodivergence, and the
expectations of gender.
Morgan Flowers has spent their adolescence following all the rules. Raised by their neurodivergent father Julian and recently
deceased grandmother, nonbinary Morgan grew up aware of their father’s limitations and of their dazzling, dangerous, and
increasingly alcoholic mother Zoe’s absence. Zoe, who fled to Europe on a trust fund, believed that Julian would raise Morgan better
than she ever could’ve. And she’s right, in a sense. Julian raises nonbinary Morgan with care, but now Morgan is 17, struggling with
gender and trauma, a scholarship kid falling in love with the only other scholarship kid at school—and when Zoe reappears in New
York on a bender after her ex kicks her out of their Lisbon apartment, she upends each of their lives. Again.
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Through it all, Zoe’s ex Brigid has been an unlikely pen-pal for Julian, whose autism keeps him at an arm’s length from everyone
besides Morgan—but Brigid understands what it’s like to love and lose Zoe, and their secrets feel safe with each other. And when
Zoe’s return propels Morgan into a dizzying series of mistakes, Brigid might be the link that can pull them back from the edge. A
story of betrayal, addiction, and angst alongside queer love, joy, and acceptance, CLEAN is a celebration of and a reckoning with the
power and unintentional pain of a modern family.
Amy Feltman graduated with an MFA in Fiction from Columbia University in 2016, and now works at Poets & Writers Magazine.
An excerpt from "Willa and Hesper" appeared in Cosmonauts Avenue, and her writing has also appeared in The Believer-Logger, The
Toast, The Millions, The Rumpus, Lilith Magazine, Slice Magazine, and elsewhere. Her short story, "Speculoos," was nominated for a
Pushcart Prize in 2016 and was long-listed for Glimmer Train's Short Story Award for New Writers. She lives with her partner in
Astoria, NY.
“[B]ig-hearted, humane, and governed by a keen emotional intelligence…a lively and expansive portrait of a family that I grew to
love and was sad to leave.” – Claire Lombardo, New York Times bestselling author of The Most Fun We Ever Had

THE DROWNING WOMAN
Robyn Harding

Jacket to come

In the vein of Paula Hawkins, Megan Miranda, and Shari Lapena comes a propulsive,
twisty thriller about a young, down-on-her-luck chef who finds herself homeless after
her restaurant closes—until she rescues a wealthy woman from drowning and is pulled
into a complex web of secrets and lies.
Lee never thought she’d find herself living on the street—no one ever does—but when her restaurant falls during the pandemic, she
decides to start, leaving her old life behind with nothing but her clothes and her Toyota Corolla. Then she meets Hazel one day, when
she rescues her from drowning. The two women—one homeless, the other in a toxic, loveless marriage– forge an unlikely friendship,
eventually plotting together to help Hazel escape her marriage.
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Uneasy, but wanting to help, Lee reluctantly agrees, but with disturbing results. Is Hazel a true friend, or a master manipulator? In a
series of shocking reversals, Hazel and Lee learn that it is only through each other that they can find the truth, bring down those who
would destroy them, and set themselves free. But can they trust each other after all they’ve endured?
Robyn Harding is at her absolute best in this deliciously twisted story of friendship, retribution, and betrayal. She is the bestselling
author of The Perfect Family, The Arrangement, Her Pretty Face, and The Party, which was a finalist for the Arthur Ellis Award for
best crime novel. Her book, The Swap, debuted at #1 on the Globe and Mail and Toronto Star Canadian bestseller lists. She is the
screenwriter and executive producer of the independent film, "The Steps". She lives in Vancouver.

GANGLAND
Chuck Hogan
From the acclaimed author of The Town, an epic thriller about the secret
right-hand man of one of the most infamous unprosecuted mob bosses in
American history, and the hidden crime that will bring down an empire.
In late 1970s, The Outfit has the entire city of Chicago in its hands. Tony Accardo is its fearless leader. Nicky
Passero is his loyal soldier, though, no one knows he has a direct line in to the boss of bosses. When Accardo his
wife's Christmas gift, an inscribed bracelet with gold and diamond inlay, is stolen along with other items in a
jewelry heist, Nicky is charged with tracking down and returning all of the items—by whatever means necessary.
Forced into an impossible situation, Nicky must find a way to carry out Accardo's increasingly unhinged
instructions and survive the battle for control of Chicago. What Accardo doesn't know: Nicky has a secret which has
made his life impossible and has put him in the pocket of the FBI.
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Based on the true story of Tony Accardo, the longest-reigning mob capo in history, Gangland is a Shakespeareanesque drama of integrity, lost honor, and revenge. Gritty and action-packed, it is the ultimate gangster tale and
Chuck Hogan's most thrilling novel yet.
Chuck Hogan is the author of several acclaimed novels, including Devils in Exile and Prince of Thieves, which
won the 2005 Hammett Award, was named one of the ten best novels of the year by Stephen King, and was the basis
of the motion picture The Town.

THE DARKNESS OF OTHERS
Cate Holahan
USA Today bestselling author Cate Holahan delivers an utterly chilling page
turner—perfect for suspense fans of Nina Laurin and Lisa Jewell.
Tonya Sayre is living the NYC nightmare. After moving to Manhattan with dreams of becoming a Broadway star,
she has found herself stuck in a waitressing job and struggling to support her teen daughter Layla. She also fears
Layla’s father, Brad, who is back in their lives.
Psychiatrist Imani Banks and her restauranteur husband Philip are living the New York City dream. They own a
posh townhouse in Brooklyn Heights, their two children are standouts at their private school, and they are well-liked
in their affluent community.
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When Philip’s restaurant closes due to lockdown, they decide to take on a renter and let the extra rooms to Tonya
and Layla. As Tonya begins skipping payments, the tension with Imani grows. She becomes convinced that Tonya is
a professional grifter who preys upon the sympathies of men to live rent free. She even thinks Tonya might have
been involved in the shocking murders of the Walkers, a neighboring family.
But evicting someone during a pandemic is no easy feat. Imani soon finds herself stuck with a woman whom she
believes to be a killer.
Cate Holahan is a USA Today bestselling author of psychological and domestic suspense novels. Her books have
been an alternate selection of the Good Morning America Book Club (Her Three Lives), a Kirkus Best Book of the
Year (The Widower’s Wife), an official selection for the Book of the Month Club (Lies She Told), and have received
multiple starred reviews. A biracial Jamaican and Irish American writer, she is a member of Crime Writers of Color,
Sisters in Crime, and The Authors Guild. She lives in NJ with her husband, two daughters, and food-obsessed dog.

UNTITLED
Colleen Hoover
A new psychological thriller in the vein of Verity from the #1 New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author.
At the time of acquisition, Hoover had four books on the USA Today list and three books on the New York
Times bestseller list (It Ends with Us, Ugly Love, and Verity). Hoover is a prolific writer—she has published
twenty-two novels and novellas to date—and has a deeply devoted fan base.
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This new novel continues in the genre executed to stunning effect in Verity, originally a self-published success now
in print via GCP.

Rights sold: German/ dtv, Romanian/ Epica

UNTITLED
Nina Laurin
The latest thrilling and intense psychological suspense from the bestselling
author of Girl Last Seen.

Jacket to come

Disaster looms over a quiet, unsuspecting new housing development built on a hill where Florence Bouchard has
become consumed with hatred for the couple who just moved into the slightly bigger house across the street—
especially the wife, Justine. A feud among neighbors threatens to escalate into something even more deadly.
On the other side of town, hugging the banks of the picturesque lake, is the older part of the village. Chantal, newly
divorced and unable to pay the bills, takes a nanny job in the new development across the road, despite the
apprehension of her teenage sons.
Meanwhile, as the winter snow melts into spring, the waters of the lake keep rising…

Thriller
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Translation: Folio

One April night, a dike bursts, resulting in a flash flood that destroys hundreds of homes in the old part of town.
Tensions between the haves and have-nots reach a fever pitch as the town’s inhabitants are gunning for someone to
blame.
And that’s before the dead body turns up.
Nina Laurin studied Creative Writing at Concordia University in Montreal, where she currently lives. She arrived
there when she was just twelve years old, and she speaks and reads in Russian, French, and English but writes her
novels in English. She wrote her first novel while getting her writing degree, and Girl Last Seen was a bestseller a
year later in 2017. Nina is fascinated by the darker side of mundane things, and she's always on the lookout for her
next twisted book idea. Learn more at NinaLaurin.com.

I TOLD YOU THIS WOULD HAPPEN
Elaine Murphy
The gripping sequel to Elaine Murphy's debut thriller, Look What You Made
Me Do, that will leave fans of Darcey Bell, B.A. Paris, and Samantha
Downing utterly reeling.
Four months after she took down Brampton’s most notorious serial killer, Footloose, and lost her sister Becca—
Brampton’s other, less notorious serial killer—in the process, Carrie Lawrence is finally able to move on. She and
her boyfriend Graham are searching for their first home together, and she’s ready for the next boring, safe stage of
her life to begin.
Not everything is better in this small town, however. There have been two new unsolved hit-and-run deaths in the
city, and while the bodies weren’t wrapped in a murder carpet and buried in the middle of the night, the deaths are
eerily similar to Becca’s preferred murder method.
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Then Nikk with two Ks shows up. He apologizes for appearing on her doorstep but his wife is missing, and he asks
Carrie to attend a meeting of the Brampton Kill Seekers, a local group of amateur sleuths who think their town has
had more than its fair share of unsolved murders and disappearances and are conducting their own investigation.
When a third hit-and-run victim turns up dead suspiciously close to her home, a new mystery presents itself: If
Becca’s not behind the series of hit-and-run deaths, then who is? Is there a copycat killer out there looking to take
down Carrie?
Elaine Murphy is a Canadian author who has lived on both coasts and several places in between. Among other
things, she has volunteered in Zambia, taught English in China, and jumped off a bridge and out of an airplane. She
has a diploma in Writing for Film & Television but has never worked in either field. Instead she took an interest in
the dark side and began plotting suspense and thrillers. She enjoys putting ordinary people in extraordinarily
difficult situations and seeing what they do about it. She lives in Vancouver, Canada.

WITH PREJUDICE
Robin Peguero
A powerfully written debut legal thriller—blending elements of A Time To Kill with
Twelve Angry Men—that tackles issues of how race and prejudice affect the justice
system.
With Prejudice follows the trial of Gabriel Soto, a social recluse accused of the assault and murder of Melina Mora, a freespirited and deeply loved young woman. At the center of the media spotlight is Sandy Grunwald, an ambitious young female
prosecutor whose political fortunes depend on her using the limited evidence to secure a conviction. But the criminal justice
system is complicated, and everyone has a story—especially the jury.
With striking originality and expert storytelling, Robin Peguero brings the ensemble cast alive on the page, and as their stories
are revealed, we see how it is their own experiences, biases and beliefs—not the facts of the case—that ultimately shape the
verdict. You will need to know what happened to Melina Mora. You will root for Sandy Grunwald. And you will not be able to
predict how this ends.
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The son of immigrants from the Dominican Republic and Ecuador, Robin Peguero grew up bilingual and identifying as both
Black and Hispanic. A graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Law School, he works as a homicide prosecutor in Miami,
storytelling to juries for a living. He has over 150 bylines to his name in publications including The Miami Herald, The Harvard
Crimson, and the Harvard Law Review. He spent four years on Capitol Hill before becoming a lawyer, serving most recently as
a speechwriter for U.S. Senator and former presidential candidate Amy Klobuchar. He has been writing fiction since he was in
grade school, and it remains his preeminent passion.
“[A]n outstanding courtroom thriller, told with an engaging focus on the jury room. Peguero’s inside knowledge of the legal
system brings an air of authenticity to every page. Highly recommended!”—Scott Turow
“WITH PREJUDICE is a brilliant debut, full stop. Written with warmth, humanity, and raw emotion, this is both a gripping
thriller and an insightful look at the complexities of American crime and punishment. Robin Peguero has written a modern-day
12 ANGRY MEN.” —Harlan Coben

THE CABINET OF DR. LENG
Douglas Preston, Lincoln Child
In the latest jaw-dropping installment of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series, FBI Agent Pendergast and Constance Greene travel to 19th century New
York City to confront the diabolical killer who started it all: the villain from
The Cabinet of Curiosities, Preston & Child’s bestselling, most acclaimed novel
ever.
Against all odds, Constance has found a way back to the place of her origins, New York City in the late 1800s, and sets
off on a quest to prevent the events that lead to the deaths of her sister and brother, and stop Manhattan’s most
infamous serial killer, Dr. Enoch Leng, before his nefarious experiments come to fruition.
Meanwhile, in present-day New York, Pendergast is desperate to find a way to reunite with Constance—but will he
find a way before it’s too late?
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“There’s nothing else like them.” –
Washington Post

Preston & Child's previous books have all debuted on the New York Times list, with Bloodless, Verses for the
Dead, and City of Endless Night debuting at #1 on the Combined Print and E-Book Best Sellers list.
Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child’s recent novels include Bloodless, The Scorpion’s Tail, Crooked River, Old Bones,
and Verses for the Dead. In addition to his novels, Preston writes about archaeology for the New Yorker and
Smithsonian magazines. Child is a Florida resident and former book editor who has published seven novels of his own,
including such bestsellers as Full Wolf Moon and Deep Storm.

Rights sold: German/ Droemer, Dutch/ Luitingh-Sijthoff

ADVIKA AND THE CELEBRITY WIVES
Kirthana Ramisetti
From the author of Dava Shastri's Last Day comes a gripping Hollywood tale of love
and greed.
At age 26, Advika Srinivasan considers herself a failed screenwriter. To pay the bills and keep herself (at least tangentially)
connected to the industry, she's taken to bartending at A-list events, including the 2016 Governors Ball, the official afterparty for
the Oscars. Here, in a cinematic dream come true, she meets the legendary Julian Zelding—a film producer as handsome as Paul
Newman, and ten times as powerful—fresh off his fifth best picture win. Despite their 41-year age difference, Advika falls
helplessly under his spell, and their evening flirtation ignites into a whirlwind courtship and elopement.
Advika is enthralled by Julian’s luxurious lifestyle and doting attention, but while Julian loves to talk about his achievements
and famous friends, he smoothly changes the subject whenever his previous relationships arise. Then, a month after their
marriage, Julian’s first wife—the famous actress Enid Lockhart—suddenly dies. TMZ reports Enid made a shocking declaration
in her will: a single film reel and $100,000 will be bequeathed to “Julian’s latest child bride” on one startling condition: Advika
must first divorce him.
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Shaken out of her love fog and still-simmering grief for the twin sister she lost two years prior, and understandably uneasy about
Enid’s will and Julian’s sudden, inexplicable urge to start a family, Advika finally delves into the lives of his three ex-wives,
hoping to get to know the real Julian. She soon realizes, however, how little she knows about her new husband—and how
dangerous the man really is.
Kirthana Ramisetti earned her MFA in creative writing from Emerson College, and has had her work published in the New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Entertainment Weekly, The Atlantic and more. Her debut novel, Dava Shastri’s Last Day,
was published in 2021. She lives with her husband in New York City.

SISTER FRIENDS FOREVER
Kimberla Lawson Roby
New York Times bestselling author Kimberla Lawson Roby returns
with the perfect story of friendship.
Diane, Michelle, Kenya, and Lynette have known each other since they were small children. They grew up
in different neighborhoods, but they also grew up in the same church (which is how they first met), and
while they each attended different colleges, they never lost touch with each other. So much so, they
regularly planned trips to come home on the same weekends, and outside of time spent with their family
and dating, they enjoyed all their summers together as well. Now many years later, at age forty, they are
still best friends forever and they meet for lunch on the first Saturday of every month, but their lives
couldn’t be more different.
Kimberla Lawson Roby is the New York Times bestselling author of the highly acclaimed Reverend Curtis
Black Series. She lives with her husband in Rockford, Illinois.
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THE SHOCKING CONFESSIONS OF MISS
LYDIA BENNET, WITCH
Melinda Taub
Jacket to come

An unexpected revisitation of the events and aftermath of PRIDE
AND PREJUDICE, through the eyes of the youngest Bennet sister.
The twist: she’s a witch. And that’s not all…
Oh, and Wickham is a demon, Kitty is an enchanted cat, and Elizabeth is a mere bit player (and almost
entirely offstage) in a much larger drama…. Melinda Taub’s voice is wickedly delightful, and readers will
no doubt delight in this witty reimagining of the universe of one of Austen’s most beloved novels.

Historical/ Fantasy
400 pages
Publication: October 2023
Editor: Elizabeth Kulhanek
Material: Unedited MS available
World rights: GCP

Melinda Taub is an Emmy- and Writers’ Guild Award-winning writer. The former head writer and
executive producer of the tv show Full Frontal with Samantha Bee, she is also the author of STILL STARCROSSED (2013), a Young Adult novel which was adapted for television by Shondaland.

BEAT THE DEVILS
Josh Weiss
The first in a new two-book deal, with potential for a long-running crime series in the
tradition of Joe Ide and Philip Kerr, Beat the Devils is an inventive, pageturning crime thriller set in an alternate United States during the height of the Red
Scare—from a debut author to watch.
USA, 1958. President Joseph McCarthy sits in the White House, elected on a wave of populist xenophobia and barelyconcealed anti-Semitism. The country is in the firm grip of McCarthy’s Hueys, a secret police force evolved from the House
Un-American Activities Committee. Hollywood’s sparkling vision of the American dream has been suppressed, its remaining
talents forced to turn out endless anti-communist propaganda.

Crime/ Thriller
368 pages
Publication: March 2022
Editor: Wes Miller
Material: Final PDF
World rights: GCP

LAPD detective Morris Baker—a Holocaust survivor who drowns his fractured memories of the unspeakable in schnapps and
work—is called to the scene of a horrific double-homicide. The victims are John Huston, a once-promising but now forgotten
film director, and an up-and-coming young journalist named Walter Cronkite. Clutched in the hand of one of the dead men is a
cryptic note containing the phrase “beat the devils” followed by a single name: Baker. Did the two men die in a murdersuicide, as the Hueys are quick to conclude, or were they murdered in a coverup designed to protect—or even to set in
motion—a secret plot connected to Baker’s past?
In a country where terror grows stronger by the day and paranoia rises unchecked, Baker is determined to find justice for two
men who raised their voices in a time when free speech comes at the ultimate cost. Over the course of his investigation, Baker
will stumble into a conspiracy that reaches deep into the halls of power and uncover a secret that could destroy the City of
Angels—and the American ideal itself.
Josh Weiss is a first-time author from South New Jersey. Raised in a proud Jewish home, he was instilled with an appreciation
for his cultural heritage from a very young age. Today, Joshua is now utterly fascinated with the convergence of Judaism and
popular culture in film, television, comics, literature, and other media. Once out of college, he became a freelance
entertainment journalist, writing stories for SYFY WIRE, The Hollywood Reporter, Forbes, and Marvel Entertainment.
Rights sold: Japanese/ Hayakawa

SUNSET EMPIRE
Josh Weiss
In this thrilling alternate history sequel to Beat the Devils, Morris Baker, now a
private investigator, must solve a missing persons case in the midst of an endless war.
December, 1959: The Korean War rages on.
A Korean-American man named William Yang is caught in an explosion in the middle of a Los Angeles department store just
before Christmas, prompting the U.S. government to reopen the Japanese internment camps used during World War II.
President Joseph McCarthy's America has never been more on edge, paranoid, and above all, dangerous.
Several weeks later, a woman hires Morris Baker, now working as a private investigator, to track down her missing husband:
Henry Kissinger. The ensuing investigation for the missing State Department consultant working for Vice President Richard
Nixon sends Baker on another thrilling adventure of deceit, intrigue, sex, murder, and conspiracy where the safety of the entire
world may hang in the balance.

Crime/ Thriller
352 pages
Publication: March 2023
Editor: Wes Miller
Material: MS due May 2022
World rights: GCP

Josh Weiss is from South New Jersey. Raised in a proud Jewish home, he was instilled with an appreciation for his cultural
heritage from a very young age. Today, Joshua is now utterly fascinated with the convergence of Judaism and popular culture
in film, television, comics, literature, and other media. Once out of college, he became a freelance entertainment journalist,
writing stories for SYFY WIRE, The Hollywood Reporter, Forbes, and Marvel Entertainment. His debut novel, Beat the
Devils, published March 2022.
Previous publishers: Japanese/ Hayakawa

NONFICTION
Recently Published

MASTERING COMMUNITY
Christine Porath

The Eye Test is a necessary course correction, a call
for a more balanced approach to problem solving.
Award-winning journalist Chris Jones makes the
case for the human element—for what smart,
practiced, devoted people can bring to situations
that have proved resistant to analytics. He shares
what he's learned from an army of extraordinary
talents, across various fields.

From the author of Mastering Civility, an
exploration of the impact and importance of
building thriving communities, with actionable
steps on how to create them in your work and
broader life.

Rights sold: Korean/ Chungrim

“[An] endlessly practical and deeply inspiring
book that will enlighten any leader and
transform any organization." — Daniel H. Pink,
#1 New York Times bestselling author

Social Sci/ Psychology • 288 pages • Jan 2022
World rights: GCP

Business/ Inspirational • 320 pages • Mar 2022 •
World rights: GCP

HIP-HOP (AND OTHER THINGS)
Shea Serrano
#1 New York Times bestselling author Shea Serrano
is back, replicating the formula that made 2019’s
Movies (And Other Things) an instant bestseller.
HIP-HOP (AND OTHER THINGS) is about, as it
were, rap, but also some other things. It's a smart,
fun, funny, insightful book that spends the entirety
of its time celebrating what has become the most
dominant form of music these past two and a half
decades.
Rights sold: British/ Hodder Studio, Russian/ Eksmo

Music/ Humor • 256 pages • October 2021 •
World rights: GCP

Non-Fiction

THE EYE TEST
Chris Jones

THE PERFECT FIND

Destiny O. Birdsong

Tia Williams

For readers of Girl, Woman, Other and Luster, a
powerful debut novel—told in three parts—of strength
and resilience as three Black women with albinism
fight to create a meaningful life on their own terms.
“[A] devastatingly beautiful, sexy, searing gift. I fell
in love with the women Birdsong conjured so
brilliantly.”— Deesha Philyaw, author of The Secret
Life of Church Ladies
Contemporary Women’s Fiction/ • 368 pages • Feb
2022 • World Rights: GCP

A reissue of the hilarious and sexy 2016 rom-com
and soon-to-be Netflix movie from the author of
NYT bestseller Seven Days in June about a woman
willing to risk it all for a secret romance.
Rights sold: British/ Quercus,, Dutch/ Volt,
French/ HarperCollins, Hungarian/ Alomgyar,
Italian/ Mondadori, Portuguese (Brazil)/ Verus

Contemporary Women’s Fiction • 368 pages • Sept 2021

DIABLO MESA

DAVA SHASTRI’S LAST DAY

Douglas Preston, Lincoln Child

Kirthana Ramisetti

The #1 New York Times bestselling authors
continue with the third book featuring archaeologist
Nora Kelly and FBI Agent Corrie Swanson,
reimagining the Manhattan project as a clandestine
arms race with even more intrigue than previously
thought, concealing a tantalizing mystery.

An epic family story about wealth, inheritance, legacy,
and the burdens we put on those we love most. A Good
Morning America book club pick and premium series
adaptation rights now optioned by Veritas Entertainment!

Rights sold: Czech/ BB Art, Dutch/ LuitinghSijthoff, German/ Droemer, French/ Archipel
Thrillers/ Suspense • 368 pages • Feb 2022 •
Translation: GCP • British: WME

Fiction

NOBODY’S MAGIC

“Dava Shastri’s Last Day is full of music, magnetism, and
familial obligation. If Succession were about a
multicultural family who actually loved each other, it might
look like this.” – Emma Straub
Contemporary Women’s Fiction • 384 pages • Nov
2021 • World Rights: GCP
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